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“The Black Cat”

The Community Building Membership Campaign
Next In Order—“Jim” Flanagan Director

Community Building will be opened ■ building citizenship, co-operative ef
next Monday as a going concern with ; fort and matetial for future athletic
teams.
(James Flanagan, widely known golf
The first membership in the asso[ pro and sports enthusiast, member
[ ciation was paid this morning by that
j of what Is probably Rockland's best
enterprising young chip of the old
••• ••• *•* *•* *•* •••
••• *•* ••* *•* *•* '
(loved family, as director of activities,
block, Raymond Chisholm aged 12.
j Mr. Flanagan will be in general
A keen interest in the use of the faO blessed Lord Jesus, give us *•*
REG. PRICE AT
charge of all branches of activity at
♦ thankful hearts today for Thee. *•*
, cilitles of the building, especially the
the Building scheduling all regular ac- [ gym. is being manifested by the boys
BICKMORE’S
our choicest gift, our dearest -■
TEL. 369-R [ tivities such as bowling, basketball
•— quest.—Donald B. Aldrich.
♦ 33 TRAVERSE ST.
of Junior and Senior High and this
*•* I
153*154
practices, gym classes, etc. together
i can be arranged by joining the asso
••• •••
•••
••• ••• *•• *•* *•* *•* ••• I
---------------- i with specially arranged events such
And here is a typical winter scene with lights ablaze in every window. To be sure
ciation next Monday through Jim
(as games, meetings, fairs, etc. He
i Flanagan at the building or through
that chimney is a bit narrow for the passage of a well fed Santa Claus
will be responsible for the operation
any member of the executive board.
[of the building at all times, repre
The older group seem keenly inter
senting the executive board, and del- !
ested principally in bowling and can
egating authority to coaches, teach- |
secure the low membership rate by on another one act play. The Guild j
ers and show directors on approval of
joining the association. The alleys is to present an evening of one act
the board.
will be private, open only to asso plays soon in the Tower Room of
The four new bowling alleys are in- i
ciation members, their invited guests the Community Building to which '
stalled and ready for use by Dec. 29
and those who constitute member the general public will be admitted !
with all new equipment. The gym 1
ships in the league teams to be tor a small fee. Four one act plays I
is ready for limited use with new ‘
formed.
are being prepared for this per-1
MUSIC BY
equipment being offered by individu
The operating plan of the building formance.
als and organizations. The excellent
is simple. Under the charter of
• • » •
YOUNG’S 12-PIECE RADIO BAND
stage is entirely equipped and several
Community Building Inc. the execu
A dozen settees were donated to the
hundred chairs are on hand for au
FEATURING
tive board is charged with operation Building yesterday by the Universaditorium use. The kitchen is yet to
Three convicts who escaped Mon with assistance from the “outside,”
of the plant with full authority. Di list Church. Sincere thanks.
ANN MAE MARLEY
be equipped and the pool and billiard
day from the State Prison farm as did two other prisoners, still at
rector of activities Flanagan, repre
tables will not be installed until after
The bowling alley approaches are were captured yesterday by State targe, who escaped two weeks ago.
Tap Dancer From Major Bowes' Unit No. 1
senting the board, will have actual
Community Fair in February, as the
The offlcers who made the capture,
charge of the building at all times receiving a final coat of paint and Police at Augusta and returned to the
ADMISSION 45 CENTS
Patrolmen Ronald Faulkingham and
big room under the lobby is used for
A REAL HOLIDAY TREAT
will
be
ready
for
use
by
Dec.
29.
and under all conditions. Custodian
prison.
• • • •
Roger Baker, said their attention was
beano. The beautiful tower room is
152-154
Southard will thus be relieved of the
The trio, William Peel. 29. Salis-! attracted to the automobile in which
The total receipts of the Christmas
fully equipped including a fine old
necessity of handling the public, conconcert were $155.26. Total expendi bury. Mass., James Kelley. 20, Chi-1 the prisoners were traveling when it
Steinway grand piano and a re
i fining his efforts to care of the plant.
tures. all at local stores. $57 38 Net cago. Ill., and Joseph R Provencher,1 nearly crashed into the police night
broadcasting electrola ideal for
1 Rental of the several rooms or the auto the building operation account 26. were captured as police searched! patrol car. "The prisoners had only
dances and music appreciation. The
! ditorium will be in the hands of the j
$97 87. McLain School was high on automobiles in the quest for them, parking lights on their car at the
(Chamber of Commerce **.11 occupy
same committee, John M Richard
(the West room in January and the son. Mayor Thurston and Allan Mc ticket sales with 186 and Tyler sec The automobile they drove was be- time they nearly hit us," Faulkinglieved by police to have been stolen j ham said.
East room is available for reading Alary. For convenience, rentals may ond with 120.
in East Warren.
1 The offlcers gave chase, overtaking
(and social purposes, club gatherings,
also be arranged, subject to commit
Peel was serving a three to five the trio. The prisoners at first gave
etc., equipped with piano, tables,
tee approval through Mr. Flanagan
( year sentence for breaking, entering fictitious names, the officers said,
(chairs, fireplace, etc. The highly im at The Building after Dec. 27.
,
and larceny and was committed from ( but after failing to produce operators'
portant sound system for the aldiThink of the Needy At Christ I Aroostook County in 1933.
[ licenses or registrations, they ad[ torium will be instaled shortly after
The returns to THe Building opera
Kelley. committeed from Kennebec mitted they were the escaped inmates.
mas Meeting — “Pard”
Christmas as the Lions Club, donors tions account from the Christmas
( County in 1933, was serving a five to [ police said.
of the system have concluded agree concert, given by the city schools, will
Kenyon’s Address
10 year sentence for robbery. Prison
"Well, you've got us all right," one
ments with the installing firm.
be about $100 for which the executive
! An association will be formed of
"My Christmas wish is that we will Warden John H. Welch said he was j of them told the offlcers, "but if
board is profoundly grateful.
( we had guns, it would have been a
[those interested In the building and
so conduct ourselves that God will to have been paroled this week.
• • • •
Provencher, who had no home ad | different story—things wouldn't have
wishing
to
utilize
its
services,
mem

be
the
major
thought.
Inspiration
and
“You boys are doing a grand job on
To the Christmas shop
dress in prison records, was commit turned out this way.”
berships being; 12 years to High this building and I d like to donate poWer of our lives ”
In the rear of their car, the offl
per who wishes to make
This was the concluding sentiment ted ln 1934 from Cumberland County
School $1; High School students, per this to help and wish it could be
year $3 ailu over High School age, per more" said a former Rockland man of the Yuletide message which Rev. and was serving a two to four year cers said, the prisoners had two
practical, sensible g.fts
Ernest O Kenyon yesterday conveyed sentence for larceny. He had pre sawed-off cant-hooks, implements
year, $5. These fees will give mem yesterday passing over a $10 bill.
to his brother Lions at the noonday viously served a two year sentence used in handling logs in logging oper
bers
full
privileges
of
the
entire
of high quality at a min
• • • •
for a similar offense.
ations, loaves of bread, a coffee pot,
plant under regulations now being
With the advent of Christmas the luncheon in the grill room of The
imum of expense, we
Warden
Welch
said
the
trio
escaped
and considerable foodstuff.
compiled by the executive board. A activities of the Community Theatre Thorndike Hotel.
Christmas
spirit
was
a
bright
spot
membership
campaign
extending
to
Guild
have
of
a
necessity
been
at
a
present our brand new
all classes and sympathizers with the rather low ebb. However rehearsals in the otherwise dreary atmosphere leaving for Florida; in the applause thought that would solve our prob
stock at sharp Decem
aims of the building, will be carried for the first play, •'Candlelight'’ have of the day. It found its expression for Harold Leach, who has Joined the lems. but it doesn't bring the peace
on starting January 1, the entire pro progressed rapidly up to this time in the splendid reception accorded ranks of the Benedicts; and ln the we thought it would.
ber Sale Price Cuts.
We have sociological problems, with
ceeds to go toward operating the and as soon as the holiday season is f°r>ner King Lion Frank H. Ingra- warm welcome accorded to Dave Daris
plant A special feature of the ar cver will be resumed with the play ham, present for the first time since and Joseph Dondis, present after 3 both parties agreeing that some care
Ladies* and Misses'
MEN'S SWEATERS
must be exercised for the welfare of
rangement will be training and regu being presented sometime the middle his long experience as a shut-in; in long absence.
In Attractive Gift Boxes
SNOW PANTS
The spirit of Christmas also found i the pepole. In Russia we have the
lar periods of supervision for under of January. The Albert Dodge play- lhe send-off for Amory B. Allen, soon
At Reduced Prices
Regular $3.00 to $4.50
<>-■ o
new $1.98
privileged children. Regular sched ers who recently scored a success
~ expression in the large array of used example of a whole nation which cono---------- o
MEN'S BATH ROBES
clothing and in the toys, new and , cerns itself with sociology,
ules will be provided for Junior High with their presentation of "Peace I
Regular $4.00 to $5 00
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
old. brought for distribution, by Miss ' Family is the backbone of society.
boys
and
girls
with
the
idea
of
Give
Unto
You"
are
hard
at
work
now
$2.49
Regular $1 00 and $1.25
(
Helen Corbett.
and that is the great problem Just
<1'
n
now 89c
Judge Elisha W. Pike and Capt. 5 now. There is a speedy problem.
MILL END BLANKETS
o---------- o
I lost my coin purse yesterday [ Rice were guests.
[ God is the most important of all. Only
$1.25 to $1.8
1.89
One Lot
o-$----------oo
MEN’S TIES
noon somewhere on Main street.
Declaring that we date our time as man faces hls Creator can he anOne Lot
CHENEY CRAVATS
It contained a sum of money and i from the birth of Christ and not swer the question of what he ls for.
HORSEHIDE COATS
Reg $1—In attractive gift box’s
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Regular $12 00
now 79c
its return will be greatly appreci ; from some President or military lead The making of money seems to be
SATURDAY, DEC. 25
now $7.98
er, Mr. Kenyon said that the note the theory of man. It is true that we
o
o
ated. Reward. Finder please phone
o---------- o
Auspices Camden Outing Club
Women's, Misses', Children's
we are thinking of at this time is must have some of it. but it doesn't
770
or
rrturn
to
MISS
RUTH
One Lot
OVERSHOES
Music: Rogers’ Windsor Club 8-Piece Orchestra
bring peace. Man never finds rest
WARD, at The Courier-Gazette
SHEEPSKIN LINED COATS
Regular $1.25
DANCING 8.30.
ADMISSION 40c
| until he finds rest in God. We canRegularly $12 50
office.
153*lt
now $1.00
152-154
I not have peace with each other until
Sale $7.98
O------------ 0
o
o
MEN'S SCARFS
1 we have peace with Ood. All other
ONE LOT MEN’S OVERCOATS
Regular $2.50, $1.25
' problems will take care of themselves.
Regular
$25
00
to
$45.00
now $1.25, 75c
I The committee charged with innow
$5.95
to
$15.50
o---------- o
I stalling a sound system in the Com
<>
-o
MEN'S FUR LINED GLOVES
LAMPSON A HUBBARD HATS
munity Building made a report that
Regular $3 50. $4.00
Regularly $5 00
now $198
. a contract had been made with the
now
$3.49
In Attractive Gift Boxes
| Berkshire Sound System of Boston,
o
o
o---------- o
i and that the work will begin very
MITTENS
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Men’s Horsehide. Fleece Lined
soon.
Regular $1.75. $2.00
Regularly $1.00
now $1.50, $1.75
now 89c
In Attractive Gift Boxes
KNOX PROBATE COURT

merry Christmas
LIVE BAIT

CHRISTMAS BALL

THEIR LIBERTY WAS BRIEF

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25

Community Building, Rockland, Me.

Three Convicts Captured In Augusta—“If We
Had Guns,” Said One

Rockland Lions

SUGGESTlOnS

By The Roving Reporter

The action of the Bangor News in
raising the price of all subscriptions
and increasing the price per copy
from three cents to five is typical of
what is going on through out the
country, and shows how governmental
restrictions are adding to the woes of
the public. The Courier-Gazette
would be amply justified in followiig
the example of other newspapers, but
will resort to that only as a last ditch
policy.
The telegraph companies also feel
the handicap of increased mainten
ance and tax charges and they too
have applied for permission to in
crease the rates. And so the endless
chain continues to revolve, with a
considerable percentage of the people
working on "projects," others at re
duced wages, and some with no wages
at all There's something wrong
somewhere.
The Brook cat is by no means a
black cat, but is highly esteemed ln
the neighborhood. When Carl Work
completed his duties here with the
A &P he willed the feline to the good
people of The Brook, exacting from
them a solemn promise that no ill
should be betide the large and goodnatured animal. And so it comes
that she finds a cordial welcome in
several stores, showing considerably
partiality for Gonia's wall paper store.
Mrs. Derry sees to it that the cat is
always tidied up for company, and
Ed, who was not previously a cat's
man, does the foraging.

Two Rockland men who were un
aware of cach other's existence until
a comparatively few years ago, dis
covered then that they were not only
of the same nationality but were
born within three miles of each
other. The men are Alderman John
Bernet and John Kellenberger. And
where, pray, would you find two more
congenial gentlemen?
A traveling man told me at The
Thorndike Hotel the other night of
a pretty custom they have in Lew
iston, where the 200 or more employes
of Peck's department store sing
Christmas carols half an hour each
morning before
beginning the
days work. The amplifying system
carries the music over a large sec
tion of the Androscoggin metropolis
and has a distinctly pleasing and up
lifting effect.

COIN PURSE LOST

CHRISTMAS NIGHT BALL

JTlerni
Clirfetnw

LINDSEY’S
WATTS

BLOCK,

THOMASTON,

ME.

ARMATA’S MEN’S SHOP
CORNER PARK A MAIN SThEETS, ROCKLAND, ME

^Wishes to express its appreciation to all of
its friends and customers, both old and new,
for a most successful season.

THE MOST APPROPRIATE GIFT —

DURAND'S
FINE CANDIES
MeM

Visit Our Display of
Special Christmas
Packages

50c to $1.50 Ib.

SPECIAL—With each box of Durand’s comes the
opportunity to win a free trip to Bermuda and

Ask us for details.

CHISHOLM’S SPA
MAIN AT LINDSEY STS.,

t<\V ith this thought in mind we wish you all
>*A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

and

«€ A HAPPY NEW YEAR <

WHEN GIVING —GIVE THE PESTl

Havana.

(^Wr hope to see you all many times during
the New Year and pledge ourselves to serve
you to the best of our ability.

ROCKLAND, ME.
152-153

Some might call it merely “twit
ting" on facts but I somehow cannot
help feeling that the radio commen
tator Boake Carter is dealing a bit
too severely with Uncle Sam in his
nightly discussion of International
affairs. It seems hardly necessary
to Justify the wrongful acts of other
nations Just because the United
Slates may have erred somewhat in
the past century. But I fancy that
Boake Carter will not desist on my
account.
One or the cleverest Christmas
cards I have seen this season comes
Irom the R. M. McKinleys of Union.
Hope you have been fortunate enough
to see one.

Thirty-eight years ago the Wright
brothers amazed the world with their
pioneer airplane flights. I got my
lirst view of one of the critters at
Lewiston State Fair, whither I went
tn company with Frank H. Whitney.
The machine was not flown, but ever
and anon somebody applied the start
er and the surprised spectators
found themselves chasing their hats.

The following inventories were filed
at the December term:
Estates Marshall Strong Foxwell
et als of Camden, $14,370.16; Frank E.
Grinnell, Union. $6.54091; Eugene
B. Sleeper, Rockland, $3,000; Charles
E. Bartlett, Washington, $1,050
“We cannot have peace wilh each
Martha W. Hanley, Thomaston.
other until we have peace with God,"
And speaking of airplanes that did
$6,027.85; Nellie M. Bartlett. Wash
said Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon.
not
go how shall I ever forget the one
ington, $2,710.99; William H. Price.
exhibited at the North Knox Fair in
Rockport, Trust. $800.
Union. Convinced that it was a hoax
peace, with all the world apparently
the angry spectators milled around
going to pieces around us. The far
East is tom with war. and Central YOUR FAVORITE POEM the machine, said all sorts of sassy
things to the partly inebriated man
Europe is a fully armed camp on the
THE WAITS
ager, and then pushed the airplane
anniversary of the Birth of Our Lord. At the break of Christmas Day.
Through the frosty starlight ringing.
Only when he have peace can man
Into the river. This was 25 years
Faint and sweet and far away.
develop; man is not best when fight
Cames the sound of children, singing, ago, but nobody who was on the
Chanting, singing,
ing, despite some beliefs to the con
lair grounds that exciting day will
“Cease to mourn.
For Christ ls bom,
trary.
ever be apt to forget it.
Peace and Joy to all men bringing!"
We can see no solution to our in
ternational problems. What are we Careless that the chill winds blow,
They didn't have automobiles when
Orowlng stronger, sweeter, clearer,
educating the young for?
We Noiseless footfalls ln the snow
A Walker Brewster became a Rock
Bring the happy voices nearer;
land wage-earner, but he had a surry
Hear them singing,
“Winter’s drear.
and a horse and for 15 cents a head
But Christ Is here.
COME UP AND SEE US
Mirth and gladness with Him bring* he took patrons to all parts of the
lng!’’
city, while not engaged in his regu
CHRISTMAS EVE
“
Merry
Christmas” hear them say.
lar duties at the home of the late A.
and
As the East is growing lighter;
S Rice. Thus he laid the foundation
May the Joy of Christmas Day
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Make
your whole
year gladder, for a comfortable living. And isn't
brighter!’’
IS BANK NIGHT at
Join thelr singing,
it somewhat strange that a man
“To each home
named Walker should devote lhe
Our Christ has come,
Glen Cove Grange Hall
All Love’s treasures with Him bring- greater portion of life to being a
Different Music
A (’lean Dance
ing!"
rider?
>
—Margaret Deland.
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Down In St. Pete

Going To Cairo

Busy At The P. 0.

Every-Other-Day

Atlantic Flights

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

And they came with haste, and
found Mary and Joseph, and the babe
lying in a manger.—Luke 2:8-16.

“G. H.” Hears Lots of Inter White of Maine Gets Import Postmaster Moran Reports Showing That Lindbergh Has
ant Appointment; Praised
Not Been Idling the Past
Increase of 13% Over
esting Things In the Green
Two Years
f
Last Year’s Record
Bench Town
By Moran

DOING/ ^'DRAKE/B ^6«P£f FURNITURE CO.

In his recent greetings to officials
Two events in the fortnight elapsSt. Petersburg. Fla. Pec 18
Maritime Commissioner E. C.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Moran, former Congressman from a;td employes of the Postal Service ing since the return of Col. Charles j
Bright December sunlight, warm ,
Postmaster General Farlev said
*A. Lindbergh to the United States
and comforting, splashed over thc the Second Maine District, is greatly
General rwney sain
rows of green benches on the wide pjease<j vvith
appointment of Pa.\t„
ui
.u i
. have explained the character of part
St. Petersburg sidewalk. A mocking 1
»wwuiuim»
„We are approacilulg the close of
bird snag in the palm branches over- Senator White of Maine as chairman another year of splendid accomplish- of hls work during his two-year stay
head and all around and about the 1 of the American delegation to the ment in the Postal Service. As I in England. Even before hls deparbusy street winter tourists strolled or
>, , . .
_
.
sat in the sun. their cars parked International Communications Con- look back o\er the past five >ears and ture for Europe in 1935 a metamoralong the curb displaylg license plates ference in Cairo. Egypt, in February review the
many unprecedented phosis ln hls flying career had befrom nearly every state in the Union
’ ; problems with which we have had to
_
,
, .
,
..
The old gentleman in the sport This conference is of importance to, dea, j wlgh tQ express my sincere gun. The change dates irom the
shoes and gray felt hat moved up the Maritime Commission itecause | and deep appreciation to the great conclusion of his triDs across the
along the green bench a little closer
to the plump middle aged woman in radio is so important tn shipping— ! army of men and women in this North and 8outh Atlantic in 1933.
in fact, radio was first used chiefly . service, who have made our accomHe bas turned from research in
the white.
"What did you say your name for ship news and for that reason ’ plishjments possible through their tile air 10 research in the aero-dyWE'RE SURE our furniture values aren't surpassed anywhere. An
was?
radio legislation was given to the loyalty, co-operation, efficiency, and namic sciences. One of those events
inspection of our superior selection will convince you. loo, that
•'Well," said the woman. "I didn't■ _
.
, _
was
the
invitation
issued
by
the
air
I/*/ FURNITUBE COMMRV
faithfulness
in
the
performance
of
He Thinks Maine and Nova sav. but it s Smith, if you're interest-, Congressional Committees on Mer
Bl'RPEE FURNITURE CO. is the place to come for fine furniture
transport
company
which
he
serves
ed
chant Marine in the House and Com- their duties."
at fair prices!
Scotia Lobster Interests
"I noticed you when you sat down' merce in the Senate.
The iocal service personnel ap as a technical advisor to a group of
observed
the
old
gentleman
comfort!
Senator
White
was
chairman
of
preciate the tribute, coming as it does, airplane manufacturers to bid on a
Would Benefit Therefrom
ably edging up a little nearer and , (he House Merchant Marlne Com. when records are being broken in fleet of transoceanic airplanes capable
crossing one fat leg over the othcr.
......
. _
A proposal for the betterment of "Smith ain't what you might ca” an mlttee before he came to the Senate, holiday mail handling accomplish of carrying at least 100 passengers
sud while chairman of the House ments. First class mail records in non-stop from America to Europe. ’
Maine lobster pound dealers and unusual name now. is it?"
CAMDEN
The
lady
laughed.
"No.
I
guess
it
committee wrote the first radio law. crease of 13', in volume for month, Speeds -up Jo 300 miles an hour at
Nova Scotia lobster fishermen,
ain't. It used to be Gladys Rose be- and als0 the Merchant Marme Act of to date, over same period last year. high altitude were specified.
At a meeting of the Lend-a-liand
through their co-operation in allow fore I married lMr. Smith and I only
The other was an announcement
Cash receipts improved by over 29%
Club
held this week at the home of New Chairman Of Republi
weighed
109
pounds
in
them
days
too
ing a ncxlble control of the Boston
Mr. Smith was a roofer and he was , Moran was a member of the Mer- in comparison with same period in by the French air ministry that it
Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, these officers
can Policy Committee Is
market, removing glutted conditions cnly 43 years old when he fell off the i chant Marine Committee of the 1936.
presently would place orders for a
„
. .
were elected: President, Mrs. Forrest
Strong Three Ways
Ernest House may or may not be a ’
„
,,
Thirty-six hours to Christmas. fleet of planes of some 80 tons gross
due to dumping of pounded stock, and ’adder and died. Seems like it was House, while he was in Congress.
.
. ,
.\
'
. -. Magee; vice president, Mrs .Lloyd
member of the interior decorators .
..
_ . _
"'"Welt
te
well."
consoled
the
old
Moran
kn0WS
that
knows
Modern
magical
transportation
faweight,
resulted in a generally higher price,
Thomas; secretary, Mrs. Robert
News that the Republican chief
cilities affords opportunity to exThe net result of the studies in I union but he certainly qualified as
Thomas ; treasurer, Miss Alta
was expounded Monday by Capt. Guy- gentleman "It might have been worse shipping and radio,
tains
have asked Glenn Frank to be
tend
that
belated
holiday
greeting
to
ocean
flight
engineering
by
Col.
|
such
through
the
Christmas
dress
of
now." I suppose he eft you pretty I "This is a signal honor both to
Pendleton. The Club will meet next
Carver, widely known Jonesport lob- j well fixed?
xed?"
Senator White and to the State of relative or friend in any part of Con- Lindbergh and his associates on the j the House-Sherman store. He takes
hoine'erfjjrs" Taylor with !chairman of their Party's new P°I_
The sMrtSm^ltJiidttheevSi«vttilthnm Ma‘ne" Moran
todayone ,in6ntal United States. Air-mail for company's technical advisory com- special pride in the cellophane star
^,n^etQn
hostcss
icy committee, and that he is conster dealer and lohster smack opera
white sport coat till they lay without
tor upon his arrival at Portland from | a wrinkle over her plump knees. She of his former colleagues in the Maine distance with special delivery to rnittee tfas the decision that con- (which took three weeks (or maybe it
__
,,
„ .
.
. sidering the post, is encouraging to
Mrs. Emerson Hansell has returned
.
°
Americans of all parties who want
Yarmouth. N. S . with 13000 pound of | appeared to be enjoying herself Congressional delegation. I join with ' insure holidaj' delivery or special de- struction of the 100-passenger ma- ; was three hours) to manufacture,
to
her
home
after
a
m4jor
operation
! hugely.
the people of Maine who. regardless J livery only for nearer points.
chine was practicable at this time.
to see the two-party system con
lobsters in the smack Susie O.
at Community Hospital.
"I ain't exactly what you might
Moreover, thev concluded that such : Jameson’s market is a beauty spot
tinued. For finding a progressive and
[ call on the town." she replied. "Henry of politics, have a real feeling of j
Carver.
Edwin
pride in the President's choice—a
a plan would be a forerunner of what at lhe jjorthend with an elaborate
. Bridges is spending a few consistent program at an early date
J was always a good provider."
Under present methods Nova Scotia
1
1
1,1 ’’ UUUIUl
the future holds in large flying ma- scheme of greenery and electrical ,WCtks in Boston and vlciluty
is the best hope of the Republicans
“H m m.' mused the oid boy lcoking pride that is eminently justified belobstermen
operate
continuously ' at her approvingly
cause the choice was clearly made on
~
. chines. Only airplanes of the type ef(ects
Mrs. Ruth Pease is caring for her ■ for continued usefulness. And a
The mockingbird fluttered overhead the basis of Senator White's out- Consider Before Cutting IS on Which bids were asked. Col. Lind-1
mother, Mrs. Marie Morton, who is I chairman of the Frank type will be
from December to the end of March.
and chose another tree for a vantage
ill with bronchitis at her home on 1 needed if such a program is to be
the Advice of Forest Spe- bergh and his fellow committee memCT.pt. Carver explained, and Nova point. He was all of a twitter this standing ability in this field. Maine
Good thmgs to eat Irom different Washlngton street
drafted.
Scotia catch lobsters and Maine morning for the hibiscus blocmed people combine with their feeling of
cialist A D Nutting
bers a8re6d wouId meet the demands
for transoceanic transportation for angles take the eye at the Perry's
Mrs. William R. Gill returned Tues- ■ Those who objected that Dr. Frank
pound lobsters compete for the mar richly and the air was somehow solt pride a sense of complete confidence
Markets and Chisholm Bros, windows
that Senator White will perform his
day from Roslindale. Mass., where she was not enough of a popular flgure
ket at the same time, resulting in an and full of promise.
The condition of the farm woodlot tlle next several years.
"No children of course?"
new duty with great credit to the after winter cutting
operations
The announcement of the French A
f^ri has been guest of Dr. and Mrs. Gu;; j or skilled enough in practical politics
overstocked market and resulting low
"No," sighed the lady, "I'm all
Nation and to Maine. To Senator shoujd
considered before the ax air ministry appears to have been ud6 the Christmas board
prices.
Blood and will spend the remainder to be a presidential candidate canalone now."
and sweets beyond
Passers
by
never
even
noticed
the
1
White,
personally.
I
extend
my
most
bites
int0
a
single tree says A D. Nutto focus attention on that na- and
he>onci tthee wildest of the winter here.
not apply their qualifications to this
Capt. Carver has offered the sug
> ting university of Maine extension tlon’« ocean flying plans immediate- dreams.
gestion that Nova Scotia fishermen elderly couple sitting so close to- sincere congratulations.”
Mr and Mrs Virgil Gardner of work For the Philosophical clarity
ly after the ambitious program of the
stop operations Jan. 15 and thus per we^rjus?t^pe?Znou^ofChur.^ WRh Con«resslonal work slackening fore$try speclaUst.
Gardiner are holiday guests of Mrs j and historical vision which he posThe neon signs blend admirably Emma Long.
| 365565 tn unusual degree are possibly
whether wood is to be cut for United States was made public,
mit the Maine dealer to dispose of who crowded those benches every dav because of the aPProachin8 holidays.
the principal needs in setting up a
France's long-range flying has suf- with street and store decorations.
iheir pounded stock in a free market in the week, in no way different from Senator White is intensifying his pulp saw !ogs or firc wood Spends
Mr. and Mirs. Fred Dean have re- |
in Boston, eliminating the present th£-rest',.
consistent and forward-looking pro
work on agenda for the conferences. upon the condition of the stand and !ered from lack of equipment. Of
turned from a trip to Boston. Their
The old
daY ^dividual \na7ket' opportunities. T.ie the four nations with announced
overcrowding and removing the low | throat, "You STou rT a" mirttv He eXpeC“ ‘° Sa“ Jan *
Miss the red and gTeen lights that son. Otis Dean, who has a position gram. Those who have heard or
read Dr. Frank's analyses of the
re
woman,
he
said.-and
rn:
this
week
he
will
spend
in
discussions
farm
properly
managedi
transatlantic
air projects. France haye glvgn a yuletide glow in other
prices of this season. Resuming op- attractiv
with the American Institute of Eco- present trends in American political
with the Communications Commis- offers a particularly good opportunity alone failed to conduct survey flights yeafs
erattons in March, the Nova Scotia 8°W to tell you somethin."
(he ,ofty face of the Butler
Cambridge. Mass., arrives
__ duringa the
summer of 193
1.
____
life know that no one has more ob
o'd and 1 hved up sion, state department and other t0 practiM
s^ined-yield
program
during the summer of 1937
lobstermen would find the Maine , "I'm
Memorial Clock
today to spend the holidays.
--------- has -----“
jectively set forth the dangers and
Germany
large flying
boats
pound lobsters disposed of and a there in Illinois all that time with mi agencies interested in the Cairo con- with a 10-year rotation. Mr. Nutting
'ollC paf56d awaj this ; ference. The conference will cover says.
Mrs. Evelyn Williams ot Portland charted a course through them.
of unknown tennage under construc
brisk marke; and good prices await lummpr
summer and left me alone too. Fact
was a caller Sunday at the home of
A good woodlot should produce tion to fly the trail blazed for two
He is strong in three places where
ing them in Ecston, Capt. Carver de is I'm kinder footloose r.ow. so to radio, telegraph, telephone, cables.
her mother. Mrs. Marie Morton.
from one-third to one cord an acre seasons on the New York-Azoresthe Republican program
needs
speak. I got a car. and it's all paid
clared.
a year. As the trees become larger
Miss Grace Russell, a student at strength. He recognizes that the
Lisbon route by the smaller, oil- Tax Pressure and Other
In addition they would find Maine for too. and I got just about money
more
of
this
increase
is
in
the
form
of
,
i enough to look after mvself but I
the Westbrook Junior College, is holi centralization of monopolistic busi
merchantable timber If the woodlot burning catapult seaplanes. Great
]>ouiul operators with their stocks ain't got enough for two people Now
Causes Move Telegraph
day guest of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah H. ness is a major cause of the central
is cut clean, it is likely to produce Britain Will put 35-ton airplanes into
lowered or cleaned out ready to pur- ; 1 80t to thlnkin' that if I could find
ization of government; he sees that
Companies To That End
Hobbs.
chase Nova Scotia lobsters for pound somebody who was fixed the same as New Yorker Grateful To Mr. nothing but brusn for the next 50 the international competition for
tock. he explained, and the Nova I was—about monej’ you knew—we
Hocking For Interest In pay interest and taxes on this unpro- P^nger. mail and express traffic
,
u x i As William V. Farnsworth and Mif- the American system of representa
might get married and be ccihpany
The telegraph companies are about I
j ductive area
;in 1938- Britain has aircraft twice
Beotia dealers also would save con for each other, without it cosun
„
,
ton Young tof Lincolnville were le- tive government is threatened more
Better Roads
to
apply to the Feaeral Communica- !__ ,
___ _____ ___ „_____
Mr. Nutting says that payments that big on the way.
siderably in gear and traps always nothin.’ so to speak—
cently driving on the Turnpike road, by political pressures of special in
tions Commission for a 15 percent inmay
be
made
under
the
agricultural
Currently
building
for
Pan
AmeriWould
anything
like
that
interest
their car skidded and went over the terest groups than by radical the
damaged or lost during the February
Jackson Heights, N. Y.. Dec 19. conservation program for properly can Airwa
which
,
c j crease in rates.
you?"—
stotm season.
embankment and onto the rocks. Mr. orists; and he knows that his party
operated wocdlots. even with stands , .
____
. „
That was all I heard from my own Editor of The Courier-Gazette;
In making this application, one
Thus, through a control of the sup
too young to produce forest products Undbergh. are 85.000-pound flying
Farnsworth was badly cut around cannot continue consistently or fairly
seat on a green bench close by. 1
May I join with the citizens of
for sale. Those who wish to qualify boats designed to carry 50 passengers cf the oldest public service institu the head and was taken to the office to support economic planning by
ply by a reciprocal agreement with don't know whether the lady accept
tions is obliged to break a precedent
of Dr. W. F. Hart where several tariff subsidies and oppose economic
the Maine operators, both Maine and ed him and they both found happi- Clark Island in their note of ap- for conservation payments should (to Europe and a smaller number
cf 30 years standing. The position
stitches were taken. Mr. Young was planning by farm subsidies.
Nova Scotia fishermen and operators ness and contentment at this end"of preciation for what Alfred C. Hock- consult their county agents or com- across the Pacific
»>« ■>»« <« <>»
®
.“'°s m.T>stheA£ , *“«•»
“»-■ «■««' cf the telegraph industry in the pub uninjured.
Seeing clearly on those basic probwould benefit by the greater returns
lic service field is unique in that it
| lems. Glenn Frank should be able,
Forestry
Department.
Augusta,
this
t0
£
^
iare
*
n
transatlantic
business,
available for their catches, both j 10 change to another line. He was George?
Knute Gautersen of Brooklyn. N.
does not assess a stand-by charge,
if anyone is. to lead the Republicans
making a greater profit and always a *®5t worker anyway and his propoFor some time I have been scan month (December) for the Jordan has announced plans for a 20-pasY., is in town for the holidays.
to a program they can consistently
farm forestry prizes to be next senger flying boat to cruise non-stop
must rely for its income wholly
keeping the market brisk and not
t ? 5O.unded reasonable to me.
,
, _
„
The oil tanker Normad discharged and hopefully support.
overstuffed as at present
"Ot , J
t hear the answer because it nln« th6 P®863 of T*6 Couner- Bwardeti in 1942,
Ilcm the United States to Lisbon and on whBt “ Paid for each item of
,,,, ,
p
c'
i was drowned out toy a lady who sat Gazette for some such article. In
As evidence of increasing interest Medjterranean nnr,o
thp service performed. By progressive 16.000 gallons of fuel oil for the
—Christian Science Monitor
.
..
.
,
, George H Thomas Fuel Co. and
™
PC U hCld for
^hhV?er/nd of my bench and the Dec 16 issue it was there:-a in farm woodlots. Mr Nutting cites •MeanelTan€an ports as soon as the , ...
consummation of such an agreemnt embarked suddenly on a tale about rQmnrehensive letter of annreciation the recent tour of Cumberland company is assured any threat of methods and a continued series of sailed Wednesday for Portland.
,u .h,. ------- her husbands nrpfer™™
u,„_
comprenensive letter oi appreciation. county farmers who visited W B "moncponstlc legislation" has passed lmPfovements and new development
at the present time, the plan is being her husband s preference for blondes
Leon Poland and family and Mrs.
She was a blonde herself, but it ap- i11,6 «xce«dingly trying conditions Deering's woodlot in Hollis. And | Pan American's proposed 100-pas- in Plant and <>P6rat‘n6 processes, it
discussed both In Nova Scotia and peared that didn t count
*I had under
'
* • **
which •he rendered
these ser- more thtm 50
ast month
pJanc no( ..Llndbergh de. . has not only met all the increasing Poland's mother, Mrs Edward BowMaine, meeting with considerable
.
------..
°nc before 50 1 801 U-------P ann vices would
*°“>d have
ha« caused
caU36d aa less
toss stout
stout tourea woodlot demonstrations in th» !«*«•" The plane incorporates Col I00615 arkslng
durmg
lhe_ pa5t. three
i den lea''e by motor Saturday for Orenthusiasm in many quarters, and moved out.
heart to give up in disgust. He and vation Service.
(Lindbergh's
studies
of
scientific
i
decades,
but
has
actually
decreased
, lando. Fla., where they will spend the
So it goes on the famous creen i
’
I
Capt. Carver expressed confidence
Hight control during his two years .th,6 cost of its scrvice t0 U16 Public j winter.
benches, aside from their being a those offic*als with whom he worked I
that such action win ultimately be
good asset from any point of view deserve all the thanks the citizens,
in England The invitation for bids I Ihe cnly increase in telegraph j There will be a Christmas Night
taken as a solution to the present they constitute an open air lorum and those interested in the town, can
leaves design, power and other details '1 at6s which has been made in the !
in ljle opera House, under the
unsatisfactory conditions.
where the public can listen in on do- snare
outing Club. Music
mostic problems, past and future and spare
entirely to the manufacturers de- past 30 years was made by the Gov-1 auspices of
recollections of the "I sez to him anc
Recently 1 r6C6ivcd several Phot°ernment when it operated the indus- will be furnished by Rogers’ 8-Piece
(
cision.
WANT IT HELD UP
lie sez to me" type, including the time 8raPhs of the Wallston road, the
orchestra. Dancing commences at
j Col. Lindbergh gradually has di- try during the world war.
when Mrs Smith bid six spades road over which I was so disturbed
Today, despite drastic operating 839 o c]ock.
' vorced himself from survey and ex
Senators Hale and White Concerned pfayed the nand°Ubed alld how sile l£,st summer. Half a mile. plus, of
perimental flying He laid out a economies tht financial resources and
About Shoe Trade Pact
The Outing Club's parcel post sale
’ Forty-five Thousand of the fifty excellent- W6l> built road whJch
transcontinental "Lindbergh route" credit of the companies are being held at Heald's garage Tuesday night
Senators Hale and White of Maine thousand annual winter tourists in would not have existed except for
and subsequently flew both the At Jeopardized by thc decline in reve was a big success, over 500 persons
have sent a joint letter to Secretary Sk- Pete make these green benches Mr. Hocking. Thank you Alfred
lantic and Pacific for his company. nues brought on by the general attending. Packages sold rapidly
fu-olr.h8ily loaf‘ng place. The other
Fred B. Wall
of Slate Hull asking that action on five
His
last contribution to American slackening of the business of the with Alphonso Prince as auctioneer.
thousand belong to the Shuffle8310 35th Ave.
the Czecho-Slovaktan trade agree board club. The reason I know this
aviation from a ccckpit was the sur country, on which the industry de Charles C. Wood received the pack
ment so far as it relates to certain to be a fact is because I’ve seen them
vey flight to Europe by way of New pends, and the situation is made even age sent by Mrs. Roosevelt and Capt.
types of shoes be held up until the there and when I want to sit down
foundland. Labrador, Greenland and more critical by the constantly grow John IHusby captured the big beano I
Tariff Commission reports on its of5thcf<ihleff/LVe thousand members r
Iceland, and back by way of Bath ing cost of telegraph operation prize, a pair of Knox mill blankets. |
^n-hufflTboard club Bet the word I
through heavy social security and
current investigation of production Ta?eeTo\eTpdm;X^ga3d 1
urst, Africa, and Brazil.
! Are T°
FcU"d At Welks‘
Bundles totalling 350 were received
other
taxes, wage restorations, and
of these shoes here and in Czecho
Hls last assignment at the controls
lrom 16 different States.
slovakia.
ley College — Trend De
of a big flying boat was six years mounting expenses of all kinds.
From the Daily Log
There is now pending before the
As indicated by figures published
ago when he inaugurated Pan Ameri
Gee- 14 A January thaw set in
The great New Year's Milk Fund
cidedly Republican
State Department a reciprocal trade this date ana I got outdoors again
can’s multicrew service with that a few days ago, the telegraph com Pall of the |RockIand P.T.A. will be
agreement with Czecho-Slovakia, with vame Mrs. M. J. Tnayer and Miss
In spite of the Democratic land
type of equipment in the Caribbean. panies are operating either at a held the night of Sat. Jan. 1, at Com
f°r nesctiations and Thayer this morning with an inv,la slide in the last national elections, it
He gave up his captaincy in tho deficit or on a very slender margin, munity Building.
153-154
the Tariff Commission is studying the tion for the real head of this housewinged clipper fleet in the expressed and, it is pointed out, if this condi
may
cheer
the
Republican
Party
to
differcntiaL in ccst of production of I llold to attend a luncheon bridge a’
belief that men who had been trained tion continues, it will shortly impair
BARRIE’S MANUSCRIPTS
misses' cemented shoes here and in j ber home 10-36 Newton Avenue. South. know that students at Wellesley Colspecifically for the job were better their ability to continue rendering
Czecho-Slovakia. Hale and White coomhTnf’a*^ TeJi?rmer
Uretia I iege. voters of the future, hold pre
the efficient service on which the The Fntire Collection Sold Recently
qualified than he.
said. continuing:
i S her Si ™oma?ton and ba3
inaae ner waiter home here for the dominantly conservative political
For 2800 Pounds Sterling
His work abroad has included a public -depends and which forms such
"In view of the depression ln the past 24 years. Drove the boss over
continuation of the studies he began an essential part of the commercial
opinions, as, it is presumed, do their
shoe industry and especially that at 12.30 and returned to a light eola
Gabriel Wells of New York paid
in this country of fuel consumption and social fabric of the nation as well
portion of it which manufactures tion of chicken soup, rice pudding parents.
as an indispensable arm of national £560 for an autographed manuscript
in
relation
to
payload,
motor
speeds
some cold appleusauce parked on
Whereas the rest of the United !
womens shoes heavy Importations
defense.
and wing loadings.
top of the gas stove. Repaired
of the late Sir James Barrie's “Peter
of which come into this country Irom ptomptly to a golf driving range States was 62.3 percent Democratic ;
In recent years the telegraph
Czecho-Slovakia, we are hopeful, run by a woman who spent last sum (1936 election figures) Wellesley’s'
companies have offered a number of Pan and Wendy.”
that it may be found feasible to in mer in Castine. Sprayed golf balls sympathies are only 22.3 percent be- i
The author's entire collection
new and additional services at low
crease rather than lower the present and miscellaneous remarks 1 hour (50 hind the New Deal. The United • From the Spire Inlands of Molucca
brought £2800, including more than
rates
for
the
purpose
of
developing
Home and Southward Ho in
and Banda mme the finest nutmegs
tariff rates with Czecho-Slovakia on cents).
Forty men were to have begun new and enlarged uses of their serv £1500 for Barrie's collection of auto
the scene of the conflict where I State£' as a whole' was only 362 P61'
cemented shoes and we especially picked up the Missus and Mrs ccnt Republican, but Wellesley stu- grown. And from thc best varieties work at Hosmer's Pond this morning ice in an effort to increase the volume graphed manuscripts and letters of
of these East Indian nutmegs comes
urge that the negotiation of the re- j Thomas Dreir (formerly Miss Blanche dents back the O. O. P 70.7 percent. ' Slade's. You ran quickly tell it is on the construction of ski Jumps, of traffic and thus keep their revenue other authors.
Thomaston and
Juniors and seniors believe in the ; best—the dark rich brown color and ! ski trails, etc., for the Camden Out- abreast of the constantly mounting
ciprocal trade agreement with Czecho PnrJiqnri°f
“Quality Street" sold for £300.
North
bv Fnet in S8me P°Utical ldcas' for the Percen- thc pungent aroma are your unfail
slovakia be not completed until the KocKiand).
Snell Island Thence
and Mrs.
DreT/beauAlthough Barrie was not a col
ing test. Compare. And then know ing Club. The project is made pos expenses. But in spite of favorable
Tariff Commission has had an op tiful new home. Here I broke out thc | ta®es of tbe party affiliations of both i that Slade's eost no more. Use it to sible through Mrs. Bok's generous gift public reception of these innovations lector himself, manuscripts and rare
homeward bound pennant and we[classes were the same: 25 percent add zest to puddings, rakes, pies and j of $3,500, matched by the towns of they have not been sufficient to off editions came to him from such
portunity to report."
aid a course for 520 Fifteenth St N Democrat, 66 percent Republican, custards. It comes in couvenient j Camden and Rockport.
friends as Robert Louis Stevenson,
set the general downward trend.
where I discovered we had missed a 8 2 percent Socialist and .8 percent sifter-top cans with covers.
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
The Camden Outing Club is to have
George Moore, Joseph
Conrad,
—
Interesting
and
helpful
call
from
Commander
and
Mrs.
Sim

The regular annual meeting of the
pp 4T page booklet, "Story
a
first
class
hockey
club
this
season,
George
Meredith
and
Thomas
Hardy.
We
have
a
few
extra
good
watches
Incorporator? of Knox County General mons UB.N. (ret) and my chicken Communist, Freshmen and sopho
■
of Spices.” Send today.
Hospital will be held at the William soup plate was still in the sink.
centering around Fred Skipper, a and diamond rings which we will sell
Among lots of Barrie's work that
mores were approximately 75 percent
Bok Home at 7 30 p m.. Monday. Jan
Present at Mrs. Thayer’s party were Republican and 20 percent Demo
former star of the Dartmouth varsity at true bargains. An ideal Christ attracted popular attention was a
uary 10, 1938 for the election of offlcers
and directors, and transacting such other Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura Fales
team. Players who desire io tiy for mas gifts. Tel. 190. Confidential Loan 1925 copy of “The Little Minister,"
cratic. with the newest elass slightly
business as may legally come before formerly of South Thomaston
said meeting
the team are asked to lepoit ?t th? Co, Masonic Temple, Rockland.
somewhat worn, which went to the
more conservative than their big
D.&L. Slade Co., 189 State St, Boston, Mass.
G Jl Are
ENSIGN OTIS Secretary
Lodge House, day or night.
Antarctic with Captain Scottsisters,
---------- ----119-153
520, 15th St. N,
L>ecember 29, If/i
153-15?

. Carver’s Plan

«c

In Holiday Dress

Tkp Farm

To Increase Rates

Thanks To “Alf”

“Bring me
spices from
Molucca”

Few New Dealers

Slades
Nutmeg

Camden Outing Club

Slade’s Nutmeg

Praise For Frank
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Every-Other-Day
The annual Christmas party of ,
Strand and Park Theatres will be '
held Thursday at the Thorndike
'flotel.

Tuesday was Arbor Day on the
Court House premises, where two
adult maple trees were being planted
to replace two which had been vic
tims of appendicitis or suthln.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

The old boys and the young will
make merry at The Thorndike Hotel
Friday when the Rotary Club enter
tains youthful guests. A decorated
Christmas tree will be one of the ad
juncts to make everybody happy.
—
The grand event of the holiday
ason will be the New Year's Milk
Fund Ball of the Rockland ParentTeacher Association.
Thc entire
proceeds will go toward the providing
milk for needy Rockland school

Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 2S—Camden—Outing Club balll
at Opera House
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu-,
nity Building.
D?c. 27—Rockport-Pageant,
'The
Nativity" at Baptist Church
Dec 27—Shakespeare Society
“
meets
with Mrs. Helena Fales.
Jan 1—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices •children.
Rockland PT A.
Jan 3 (10 a. m l—Inauguration of New
City Government.
CHRISTMAS ISSUE
Jan. 3—Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Club
meets ln this city
Jan. 21 (3 to 8 30)—Educational Club
Christmas, falling upon our pub
meets at Orand Army hall
Feb 10—Boy Scout Circus at Commu
lication day, next Saturday, The
nity Building
Courier-Gazette will be put to press
Feb. 21-26—Community Fair at Com
Friday afternoon. This timely no
munity Building.

New Year s Milk Fund Ball

FIVE DAY SALE
DECEMBER 27th to 31st

SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 1
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

WOMEN’S, MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S

Auspices Parent-Teacher Association

153-156

WALDO THEATRE

COATS

each contains a little harmless switch
: tied with ribbon.
------1 “Toys, books, and trinket^or each
Happy Times Fcr the Kiddies child form a neat pile, which would

St. Nicholas Calls

Fur and Self Trimmed
At Unusually Low Prices On Individually Selected Stock

Over In Belgium and The not
comPlet€ without a cookie'
Xi L | j
man f°r the Birls or a cookie-woman

Netherlands
f0r fc>OyS. These cakes, two or three
Youngsters foTThom Christmas feet tal1 and ^orated with a bow
doesn't come soon enough should °f red ribbon around the neck' look
COATS, originally $59.50; now................................. $42.50
"MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
live in Belgium or the Netherlands like gingerbread but are made of
COATS, originally
45.00; now............................... 32.50
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Already, on Dec. 6. they have had honey-dough. Some homes have
their
holiday
celebration.
Christmas
even
ad
°P
ted
from
German
"
eighbors
THURS.-FRI., DEC. 23-24
COxATS, originally
35.00; now ....••••..................... 27.50
_ .
,
.
,
,. .
the practice of having a Christmas
Day is a solemn occasion for religious
.
,
,
Matinee 2 30. Evening at 8
i1 .x
x. with
.iu .faithful
i.u. , attendance
j
COATS, originally
28.50; now............................... 22.50
thought,
at. tree, which. should perhaps
K . be called
JOAN BLONDELL
church
services.
All
the
festivities
a
Sl
N
oas
tree
‘
LESLIE HOWARD
COATS,
originally
23.50;
now....................... ••••.... 19.75
associated with
that day elsewhere “Variations on these festive themes
in
tice is given in order that adver
,
,
. ..
,.
, .
are infinite, even in neighboring
COATS, originally 20.00; now...............................
15-75
“STAND IN”
are transferred to the earlier date.
„
tisers, correspondents and other
THE WEATHER
„
j
.u
x.
.■
i
.
e.
wi
u
i
homes
in
the
same
community.
Concaned the Festival of St. Nicholas
contributors may gauge their plans
COATS, originally I 5.75; now .......... ......................... 11.75
servative folk of villages and rural
SAT.-SUN., DEC. 25-36
“St. Nicholas Eve (Dec. 5)” says a
There was a light frost this morn accordingly.
districts enjoy St. Nicholas most
Matinees Eoth Days at 2.30
COATS, originally 10.75; now ............................
6.75
bulletin from the Washington. D. C.
ing, but little else to separate weather
Evenings Seven and Nine
heartily, while large cities are be
Pleading guilty to the charge of: Waldo Thcatre Proudly Presents ! headquarters of the National Geo ginning to be influenced toward
conditions from those of late spring
COATS,
originally
5.98, (7-14);now......................
4.50
graphic Society, ‘‘brings a visit to
or early fall. Temperature 30 de drunken driving, Albert Stone of
Christmas festivities. Some homes
A Special Xmas Feature
! each household from the venerable
grees above zero, and a great Im Cushing was ordered by Judge Dwinal
celebrate both occasions.
white-bearded saint in person, wear
provement over some Decembers yesterday to pay $100 and costs or GRACE MOORE
“Centuries ago, no doubt, the early
STUART ERWIN
ing
his
rich
red
bishop's
robe
and
when lt has been nearer 30 below. go to jail for 30 days. He was com- ;
winter harvest season In Europe was
MELVIN DOUGLAS
peaked cap, at an hour which he
Holiday shoppers who do not im mitted, being without the required
HELEN WESTLEY
366 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
observed with generous gifts of fruit
! has previously made known through
in
prove today's marvelous conditions funds.
to children. Medieval legends of the
parents. A few minutes in advance,
ere making a sad mistake for tomor
“I’ll Take Romance”
generosity of St. Nicholas, Bishop of
153
i the excited children start thelr wel
row it may become as cold as it Tlie Kiwanis Club dined at the
Myra, in Asia Minor, built up an as
(One of the premiere showings
coming
song,
one
of
which
can
be
sometimes is in the Southland. Sta Salvation Army barracks Monday of the new season's most outstand
sociation between the earlier practice
tisticians tell us that there is only night and then gave their undivided ing musical productions), Just loosely translated as:
and his feast day, observed on Dec.
each empty hand and basket;
one more shopping day before the attention to a Christmas tree on opening Radio City Music Hall, Fill
'6 as the reputed anniversary of hls
Tis thy little ones who ask lt.
New York, for Holiday Season.
So we sing, so we sing;
skymen and the reindeer begin mak which were exchange gifts later to
death about 350 A. D. Pictures of
Thou wilt bring us everything!
MON.-TUES., DEC. 27-28
be presented to the school-children
ing their rounds.
St. Nicholas Inspects Before He Gives the reverend bishop represent him
No Matinee
attending the daily luncheons at the
. ,
, . ,x
. ! as carrying three purses which he
Single evening show at eight
The Christmas Store
The Christmas Store
“A knock at the door, never too
.
Golden Rod Chapter. OES., will Barracks.
..
.
..
,
once filled with gold and tossed
JOAN BLONDELL and
soon,
assures
them
that
their
songs
,,
-x
,
.x
.
j
,
For
Men
’
s
Gifts
For Men’s Gifts
hold Its annual meeting. Christmas
j , x x, xx
secretly through the window of a
ERROL FLYNN
have been heard, and instantly they
.,
,
,.
.
,
R. W. Foster, district engineer for
tree and program Friday night at
in
, x
,
-x
x , I Poor nobleman who could not supply
INC.
are thrilled at seeing St. Nicholas.
..
. ..
... .
the W.P.A., was a guest Tuesday at
7 A0.
his three daughters with dowries for
“The Perfect Specimen”
He questions them about thelr con
the home of hls father-in-law
Sometimes the
their marriage.
duct and studies, reminding them of
Suggests
All children who wish to attend the F™1* W Fuller. On his return he
purses are replaced by three golden
shortcomings and exacting promises
was
accompanied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elks' Christmas party at Strand The
I apples or three balls which show his
Phil Jones, former athletic instruc- of improvement. If he seems
atre on Christmas afterncon, are re Puller who will spend Christmas at
, connection with pawnbrokers, whose
the Posters' new home on Dartmouth tor at Rockland HiSh School, and fo. icnow far more aboUt thelr lives than
quested to meet at the Elks Home
I
patron saint he is. But to be lmj some years a member of the Uni any but a close relative
street. Portland.
1X5
‘y I partial, fie is also patron for Russia,
Saturday at 3 p. m.
J versity of Maine staff, was in the city could, they are more than ever con
travelers, sailors, merchants, bakers,
Mrs. Elsa Kigel, who recently Tuesday, hinting darkly at Maine as vinced of his remarkable powers.
school boys, and children in general.
Twenty-seven cords of wood form moved from Massachusetts to South j a more powerful football threat. In"This is the occasion for much re
This is the Year when Useful Gifts are most appro
“He came to America, it is said,
the southern bulkhead of the Court Warren, has every promise of becom- ■ cldentally he offered his heartiest
citing of verses and texts, carefully
with Netherlands settlers, as Santa
House lot, and will be manicured ing a fine horsewoman. She has tak- , congratulations to Mayor-elect Veapriate.
Something to wear is always desirable. Men
learned by the children ln home of
. Claus, which is baby-talk for St.
during the winter months by the in en the thoroughbred Chestnut gelding zie. Mr. and Mrs, Jones leave Monand
Young
Men will like these gifts, for they will re
showing St. Nicholas their studious-(N.cholas. since many Protestants
mates of the county hotel.
owned by M. J. Oath, to exercise for day for Florida where they will Join ness. Those who forget their little
flect your good taste as they do our reputation for
| knew little of saints' days, festivities
the winter. She will again take up Mr. and Mrs. Charles Murray of Ban- verses, or who must confess to con
selling the Best of Everything.
Oeorge Jackson, active member of her riding with Mr. Gath in the S°r for a winters sojeurn. Before duct less than praiseworthy during I in his honor were joined to those al
ready
associated
with
Christmas.
”
j returning to Maine they will visit ln the year, are threatened by the
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L„ is re spring.
_____
Arizona, and make a tour of the saint's rough black servant, who
ceiving congratulations on being an
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
expert seller, by telephone, of dance
Christmas night there will be a Pacific Coast.
flourishes a large sack he has brought , cf all kinds. Power machir.: stitchtickets. He takes occasion to deny special gala dance at Community
along for carrying off little children , ,n(? Awnlngs sU)red Rock]and Awn.
with some vigor that he or the post Building under auspices of Harold Over 200 children enjoyed the hos- to be punished; but the threat is I |nR Co ,g Wlllow flt
are engaged in any ticket selling ven Savage. Prizes, favors and balloons Pttality of Huntley-Hill Post and punishment enough.
Then St. [_______________________________ _
ture.
will be featured. Youngs 15-piece Auxiliary, yesterday afternoon when Nicholas tosses a shower of candles,
orchestra will provide music. A hit
were entertained at a theatre fruit, and- nuts Into eagerly lifted
FOR YOU TOMORROW
Frank Grimes of Vlnal Haven was attraction straight from the cele- ParlY. latei- going to the Armory on baskets and departs, mysteriously
in the city yesterday on business. 1 brated Major Bowes Unit No. 1 will Spring street, when there were re- promising that In the morning there
AT
Mr. Grimes is a popular member of i be Miss Ann May Marley, tap dancer freshments and a tree. Tlie young will be further reason for thanking
one of the Island's smart bowling [extraordinary.
| lolks repeated the Lord's Prayer, led him.
_____
by Mrs. Frances Grant, chaplain
teams, and ls staging such a re
"The children prepare for that
SOUP OR APPETIZER
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday gave the salute to the Flag, with the blissful morning by hanging stockings
markable come-back this season that
THE “IMPERIAL” BRAND
ROAST
even Scribe Drew is having hard work night. Mrs. Lina Carroll was hostess help of Mrs. Gladys Hamlin, patriotic on the mantel, and on the window
of the supper. The business Includ- I instructor and sang "America” as- sill placing their shoes, generously
to find suitable adjectives.
YOUNG TURKEY
ed the annual Christmas tree, laden sisted by Mrs. Helen Johnson. The filled with grain for St. Nicholas
Exclusive designs, stripes, checks, flne figures.
Chestnut
Dressing, Giblet Gravy
A Valentine Dance under auspices with gifts for the members, while tree, covered with colored lights, j white horse or with cake for the old
Well tailored, with a good shaped collar.
Cranberry Relish
of the Kiwanis Club will be staged the Charles Schallor, garbed in his fa- ( proved a big attraction, the children gentleman himself.
Cauliflower Hollandaise
r i„ r
H H o n
night of Feb . 14 at Community J mous Santa Claus regalia played his marching around the hall to receive !
Creamy Mashed Potato
sht*fuls of Festivity On Der. (.
Building with the underprivileged part to perfection to the amusement presents of ice cream, cookies, and
Home Made Biscuits and Butter
And true t0 thelr hopes' the
children of Rockland as beneficiaries. of all present. A vote was taken to lollypops. Bags taken from the tree
Tea. Coffee or Milk
Several members of Winslow-Hol donate a sum to the milk fund. Mrs. by Santa Claus (one Daniel Noonan) morn‘,nS of the Festival of St.
For Desseri
The
brook Post are co-operating by run Lina Carroll was appointed to dis containing candy, nuts, oranges and Nicholas brings miracles.
Suede Jackets...................... .. $9.95 to $13.95
Baked Apple and Cream
humble
wooden
shoes
on
the
window
ning the beano room and policing thc pose of a special donation to public apples, were also distributed, and it
charities, these donations to be taken was a happy crowd of youngsters who sil1 have turned to chocolate shoes a
entire affair.
Mufflers, wool or silk....... .......... 85c to $3.00
Fancy Prints and Madras
lrom proceeds of the benefit dance left for home with their treasures foot long and brimming with candy,
$1.50, $1.65, $2.00
The committee in charge of the and entertainment being sponsored by Mrs. Laura Ranlett. who was in doubly welcome because to be given
(.No extras ever)
Temple Ties ......................... ..........65c to $1.50
New Year's Milk Fund Ball of the the Daughters. Installation of offi charge, was assi-sted by Mr.s. Grant, a shoe of any kind brings good luck.
Featured Tomorrow at
Broadcloth with Silk Stripe
Rockland Parent-Teacher Associa cers will take place Jan. 3.
Pajamas .................................. .... $1.50 to $2.50
Mrs. Hamlin, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Sometimes St. Nicholas supplies
Luncheon and Dinner
large
painted
china
shoes,
to
be
used
tion has set thc date of the great
Blue, Tan, Grey, White
Elizabeth Noonan. Mrs. Eva Meyer.
.
I-------------------Gloves, lined or unlined . ..... $1.25 to $5.00
dance at Community Building ahead
Tlie great New Year's Milk Fund John Ranlett, John Williams and An- exclusively on his festival. Stock
$2.50 each
to New Year's night, Jan. 1. This Ball of the (Rockland P T.A. will be j drew Boynton The committee in ings are bulging with sweets, fruits
Moorhead
Hose
.................
..............
40c
to
75c
is done to secure the services of an J held the night of Sat. Jan. 1, at Com- charge extend grateful thanks to all and tiny gifts as a gentle reminder,
White Crepe Silk
exoeptionally good orchestra which munity Building.
153-154
Smoking Jackets................ ........................ $7.00
who helped in this charitable under
$3.00 each
I
could not function in this city New
taking, especially the A.&P. Store.
Year's Eve.
Waterproof truck covers and spray James Dondis. M. B. Perry, Edwin
White Broadcloth
hoods made to order. Old covers Edwards, ice cream. Pro-Joy Icc
EVERY GIFT IN A CHRISTMAS BOX
$1.50 to $2.00
A Christmas party for 12 needy waterproofed. Awning service. Rock- cream and Central Maine Power Co.
children sponsored by the Traffic De land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
•
____________
partment and Linemen of the local
WILLIAM T. BROWN
Telephone Company was given Wed
VISIT OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
BORN
William T. Brown. 55, WPA worker
nesday night at the rest rooms on UPHAM-At Union, Dec. 18. to Mr. and
and former resident of Calais, who
Mrs Oscar Upham, a son
Store Open Evenings This Week
Get a Laurel Wreath Now
School street, with Miss Ruth Rus
died suddenly of a heart attack Mon
sell and Miss Faye Hodgkins in
MARRIED
day noon, was a Canadian World War
AX- W-*'
charge. Each child received under WENTWORTH-BOWDEN—At Camden.
3)Si3iSiSi9)9iSi»i3i3iSiSi3i»i3i3)Si9i3i3iSiSi:3iSiSi3iSiSiSiSiSi3i3iSi3i3iSi
Dec 17, by Rev Weston P Holman. veteran and had served overseas.
wear, stockings, shoes, mittens, candy
Kenneth E Wentworth of Rockport
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
and toys. Ice cream was kindly do
and Miss Blanche I. Bowden of Cam
When selecting Christmas gifts do not
Clara Cayton Brown; two sons, Lott
den.
nated by the Pro-Joy Company.
L. Brown of Augusta, and William
forget
that The Courier-Gazette makes one
The youngsters had a merry time
DIED
Brown. Jr., of Rockland; a daughof the best, because of the great good the
from 6.39 to o'clock, manager Alton
SIMPLE * BEAUTIFUL • UNFAILING
(genuine £ngraveJ
ORFF—At Waldoboro. Dec 22, Laura ter. Mrs. Charles H. Young of AuLaChance officiating as “Santa.’’
recipient gets from it.
A„ widow of Frank Orff, aged 60
gusta;
two
step-daughters,
Mary
years, 2 months. 15 days. Funeral
Prlday at 1 30 o'clock from residence Cayton and Gracie Cayton. and one
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
of Lester Mank Interment ln Comery
Complete your family's Ch)r(stJU Ths LowmI Prices lo Hlsloryl
step-son. Arthur Cayton, all of Rock
cemetery.
mas happiness by dining at the new
and fifty-six times over.
—At Warren. Dec. 22, Evie land.
Hotel Rockland. Phone 580 for reser CVERLOCK
Visiting Cards
E . wife of C E Overlock, aged 58 years.
vations. Full course turkey dinner
Services were held at his late resi
6 months. 27 days. Funeral Saturday
100 paneled card*, eholes
4
Then,
too,
it
is
welcomed
by
every
at 2 o'clock from residence.
only $1.
152-153
sizes and 30 styles oi engraving,
dence. 33 Glen street, yesterday after
member of the family.
PLATE
INCLUDED,
only
—
$1.1$
noon. Interment was in Achorn
CARD OF THANKS
WASHES, RINSES, DAMP DRIES
Dine on Christmas Day at de
We wish to thank the many friends cemetery.
Wedding Announcements
The Courier-Gazette is "Knox County's
lightful Hotel Rockland. A full course and neighbors for the many beautiful
AUTOMATICALLY
or Invitations
turkey dinner for $1. Make reserva floral tributes, for the beautiful wreath
Own Newspaper."
from the quarry workers of branch No
On white or ivory Mock—wed
tions early. Phone 580. Rockland.
70, and John Meehan and Son for the
ding or plate finish. Inside and
152-153 • lovely chrysanthemums; and to each
Send orders any time.
ABSOLUTE SAFETY

25% to 33 1-3% Discount

ot

LEACH’S Specialty Store

BURPEE & LAMB

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

“The Store For Men Where Women Like To Shop”

The Paramount

&
if

f

&
V

Men’s
Shirts

OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS

only 50c

The Paramount

STATIONERY
ol

and every one who so kindly lent cars,
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Dorothy Polky, Mr and Mrs
Robert Polky, Brothers and Sisters. Aunts
and Uncles.

BURPEE’S

9

8?r

,!L

Subscriptions may be started at once or
we will hold until the day before Christ
mas.

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank my friends and neigh
bors who were so kind and helpful dur
ing my husband's brief lllness: espe
cially Mr and Mrs. Lewis Barter
Mrs Dorothy Polky

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. BOCKLAND
119-tfil

AMBULANCE SERVICE

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to express my sincere thanks
to friends, neighbors, city officials, volun
teer Bremen, and the Central Fire sta
tion crew, for the floral tributes and

11 ' ' 1 <•»>•"

extended to me In mv ie-

ceuh nereavement
'
Mrs Margaret Strout

We send a handsome Christmas card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ______________ $8.S$
Social Stationery

Epecial styles for men and women.
A choice lovely tolors, monograins and styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED____________
$2.25. $3.95 and up.

ol

HOME LAUNDRY

MORE SANITARY

CONVENIENCE

ECONOMY

SEEING IS BELIEVING

Ask For a Demonstration

Business Stationery

500 business cards or HammermiU
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only__________ $7.95

The Courier-Gazette
^SSiSi3iS)Si9)S)»,S,3iSiSiaPCW«’

BENDIX

PARKER E. WORREY
TEL. 26-W
65 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
153-lt

-- --- -- -- -- - —-- -- -- - —

HOLLYWOOD

j A Man To Remember

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

COMING TO THE STRAND

other

$ 4>

When

Had Fled

His

Own

FRIDAY AND CHRISTMAS DAY

(By Chuck Cochard)

Holly-wood, —(Exclusive)— The
heart of Hollywood beats within the
Central Casting Corporation where
every extra person in the motion
picture business is registered for bit
work.
It is here that the different studios
get the thousands of extras as well
as the various types of every imagin
able sort. No matter how rare the
type is, Central Casting has one on
its mammoth files that contain thou
sands of names of men and women.
During the last ten months the
average number of extras at work
dally in the studios has been 993, one
of the largest figures in the last de
cade. Some of the figures are as fol
lows:
'Wells Fargo," the Frank Lloyd
production for Paramount, featuring
Joel McCrea, Bob Burns, and Frances
Dee. had the largest cast of extra
players, a total of 6258 work days.
“Conquest." the Greta GarboCharles Boyer picture produced by
M-G-M. used 5.459 extras
“In Old Chicago" made by Fox,
gave 5.445 work days to atmosphere
players. "The Road Back." Universal's peace offering used 5,135 soldier
types.
“The Buccaneer," Cecil B. DeMille's
production starring Fredric March,
employed 5.012 pirate and other
types.
Then there are dozens of other
pictures where the scenes called for
dozens of men and women in full
dress, etc. So you see it is here in
the Central Casting where the real
pulse of movieland beats continual
ly. Because everyone gets work here.
• • • •
Only in Hollywood could this hap
pen. One year ago, Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy drew $260 for
a week's stint at the Orpheum thea
ter in Los Angeles. Today they open
at the Paramount at $5,000 per week
—with $6,500 weekly guarantee.

• • • •

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

He Gave Courage To An

STAR-LITES
$

Every-Other-Day
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Fred MacMurray's next film will
be "Dream of Love" in which he will
co-star with petite and youthful
Olympe Bradna, the French starlet
who won acclaim in "Souls at Sea.”
• • • •
"The Awful Truth” starring Irene
Dunne and Cary Grant is a light
drama, but heavy on the comedy. It
should make you laugh . . . “Thank
You, Mr. Motto" is the best in this
series of thrillers starring Peter Lorre.
Perhaps the most outstanding con
tribution is the appearance of Philip
Ahn. the Korean actor, who walks
away with acting honors.
• • • •
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. fresh from
his starring role with Ginger Rogers
in “Having Wonderful Time" goes
into "The Joy of Loving" with Irene
Dunne. Alice Brady, Lucille Ball.
A record in modern musical com
position goes to Irving Berlin, who
has just finished seven melodies in
one week for the next Fred AstaireGinger Rogers filmusical, "Carefree."
• • • •
“Conquest" is Greta Garbo's 22d
picture . . . Freddie Bartholomew
now wears long trousers; but off the
tcreen only . . .
•• • •
"Tovarich" starring Charles Boyer
and Claudette Colbert with Basil
Rathbone and Anita Louise is a witty
satirical comedy. To those who saw
the stage play, there may be some
criticism, but to the great picture
going public it will be a hit.
• • • •
Bette Davis was born Ruth Eliza
beth Davis, April 5, 1908 in Lowell,
Massachusetts . . . Her earliest am
bition was to be a nurse .. . Attended
dramatic school in New York city
. . . Then road show companies fol
lowed as well as Hollywood . . , She
scored in her first picture. "The
Man Who Played God” with George
Arliss ... In August, 1932, she mar
ried Hannon Nelson Jr., a boychlldhood sweetheart . . . She is 5 feet
3'4 inches tall, weighs 106 pounds,
has blue eyes and honey-blonde hair.

The gangplank had not been laid j
‘MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND’
much sooner than he was limping,
down it. hastily moving toward the i
edge of the wharf where the girl
stood alone.
He had observed her when the boat
had been on its way in and somehow
he had.^nown what she was intend
ing to do.
She swayed a little as he came up
behind her—swayed toward the deep,
dark water below that was to be seen
onlv when the lightkeeper's signal
flashed across the harbor.
Almost roughly he pulled her back
“Uh-huh." he said, quietly. "I I
wouldn't."
Buck Jones and Bob Kortinan in Universal's "Black Aces"
She turned quickly, frightened sur
prise written upon her features
Pretty features they were. too. But
pale and strained and unhappy.
She laughed nervously.
“Pretty, isn't it? The way the light
•Js .J. »J« •j* •*« sJs sjs »Js .J. sjs .Js »Js sjs •*• .J. »Js .Js »J. •*• .J. .J. .J. •*• *Js .J •Js »Js »J. »J. •*« •*«
flashes across. I mean."
His smile was brief; his retort dry:
By William F. Snow. M. D.
Jomet Gleason and Leo Carrillo in a scene from Ihe new Repub
"I should hope it were prettier than
General Director, American Social Hygiene Association
lic musical production, "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round"
the thing you were Just about to do."
The girl turned her glance toward
This is one of six articles furnished Fortunately, nearly all of these babies the light again, very slowly. He
“Manhatten Merry-Go-Round" is gentlemen, and the optimistic Ted
by the National Health Council, and L™hderb/C“'ebde „ttle doubt that thb wasn't sure until the light flickered
a merry, musical potpourri, concocted Lewis, whose byword is "Is Everybody I
published by The CourierOazette as disfase * &
cause
acres sagain and then he knew there
a part of the national campaign of an(j that. m light of what medical were tears streaming down her cheeks I by the best wits in Hollywood and Happy?'
! turned out with a dash and gay vigor
Those who have been hearing ru- J
public education to aid the 1937 science and public health can do.
A quiet sob broke through the dark
Mobilization for Human Needs.
it results in a needless waste ol ness. mocked by the noisy descent which makes it one of the most mors about the sensational popuRecent months have brought an h“ he,altb and e®“Cncy-t0 say
| popular musicals of the season. It larity of Gene Autry, Republic's
who laughed and pro
nothing of the avoidable burden of of passengers greetings
’far do'wn’the stars PhiI ne*an- that golden-voiced yodeling cowboy, will have an op- I
increasing public curiosity about the suffering
claimed loud
] tenor, and the lovely and talented portunity to find out first hand, as
venereal diseases—syphilis and gonWe need to inform and convince pier.
Miss Ann Dvorak, and it features Gene has a sequence in the producorrhea—their prevalence, and the everybody that syphilis can be conHe said, gently. "Suppose you tell
such personalities as Henry Armetta. tion. as does Max Terhune. and hts
chances of conquering them. This qu®fed' BuL*t is a blg j°b
. ,
.
.
,
Thomas Parran. surgeon general me? It might help. It sometimes Leo Carrillo. Tamara Geva. James dummy "Elmer."
ba wholesome and constructive in- o{ the UnMed S[at<?s
health does, you know."
dica ion that perhaps this grave Service
akl
at a recent
She merely hung her head as Gleason. Cab Calloway, Ted Lewis. The story is based on the difficulties
health problem is nearer solution said. ,.The increase in
on
Joe DiMaggio and Kay Thompson of some gangsters who gain control of
than ever before. It means that the the part of the public, the increased though to reveal what bothered her and her Rhythm Choir.
a recording company. By gun-point
would
bring
to
her
nothing
but
added
understanding knowledge of the 1 participation
of
Governments
Everything
that
makes
for
high
persuasion they get Jerry Hart (Phil
many augmenting that of the few through their health departments shame.
in bringing a united consciousness to in dealing -pith this problem magnify
“It s helped me." he went on. “Lots class entertainment is promised in Regan t to use his charm on Charlizbrr
danger,ous enemies rather than minimize the necessity of times. I have my moments of get "Manhattan -Merry -Go - Round." zini. a temperamental opera singer.
of public health. Persistence in ap- for one strong national voluntary
Song and dance acts. Striking new to convince her that she should sign
plying this knowledge cannot but ag€ncy t0 continU€ and extend Us ting down at the mouth, too. But if
tunes including "Mama. I Wanna a contract. All goes well until
promote a reduction tn the number lnfluence and ;eadership in this fleld. I can tell someone I'm sure I can
of infections which are being re- One of the distinctive phases of trust, many times great worries be- Make Rhythm." and others are intro- Charlizzini collides with Ann Rogers
ported daily in the United States
public health work in this country I come unbelievably insignificant."
j duced by Cab Calloway and his sepia <Ann Dvoraki who is Jerry's fiancee
adv.
m ttieS wTke'\-a4 oPVraglc sS® haS ^2 tbe,inflUence °f iU volun'
She did not look at him as she ~‘ I think
mu3t have sent >°u ‘
m tneir wace a wave oi tragic sick- tary and philanthropic health agen- .
spoke.
Her
voice
was
a
hollow
mono

ness, crippling, blindness. insanity cies. and may in the future their
and death.
staturTgrow" greater!" .......... “*«“ Itonewas 8 50,1 gaaP betOTen her words
STICKNEY CORNER *£
In the phrase, “stamp out syphilis.
studies made by the United States j "My mother's bracelet—I—stole it." How else can I see it?"
------is a note of hopefulness. The public Public Health
and The
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Hill have
a
"See it any way you want. Only
"Well,
after
all,
there's
such
is learning about the remarkable
American Social Hygiene •^oc!a." thing as returning those objects we don't do it. Every time you're tempt- ! closed their house and are in Mansmedical discoveries which hold out , tion
in cooperation with local health |,
1 promise of cure and prevention of
borrow." His tone was lightly sug- , ed you might think of me." He tield. Mass., to spend the winter
looked down at his long, bent legs.1 Wlth thelr daughter Mrs. Forrest Har
further spread of these diseases that there are. at any time in the gestive.
There is added hope for those in United States, at least 683.000 syphilis | Her eyes pleaded with him. "But “They've been like that always bour and Mr Harbour.
fected and assurance that the disease cases under treatment with new cases |
Mr and Mrs Hollis Young of
can be stamped out. But there is a constantly taking the places of those you don't unoerstand. I haven't it Hinges. Nothing more than hinges
any
more.
I
—
I
sold
it.
I
sold
lt
beBut
I've
tried
to
keep
my
upper
lip
^
bm,af:on Jpent ®“nday with Mr
challenge to everyone to make sure
{and smile the whole thing off. and Mrs. Osborn Weaver and Mr.
that his own health is not impaired, voluntarily. Many times this number cause I had to eat."
and Mrs. Daniel Weaver.
and to realize that every individual are infected but have not had the ad1
“You had a ven* good reason for It hasn’t been easy, you know.”
in a community is responsible for vantages of diagnosis and treatment, selling it then, didn’t you? We cerMr and Mrs. Chester Grierson of
“I’m very sorry.” More sincerity
the
of that
community.
sohealth
iMidious
is syphilis
and ao many | buS
ven^l S S tainly have to eat if we expect to sur-than sympathy was in her voice. She South Hicmaston called Tuesday aft-

«« SUNSET *£
School closed Friday for two weeks'
vacation. A Christmas tree and pro
gram were enjoyed by friends and
relatives of the students. Mr. and
Mrs. Santa were present.
Miss Anna McVeigh is spending a
vacation from Farmington Normal
School with her father Frank Mc
Veigh.
Gwendolyn Eaton who is attending
the Eastern Beauty Academy In
Bangor is spending the holiday re
cess with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Prescott Eaton.
Josie Shepard and the Hardie boys
are vacationing at Bear Island.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cole of Deer
Isle called Sunday on Cora Williams.
The (pulpit pf the Sunset Church
was filled Sunday by Rodney Roundy
of Portland.
Josie Shepard was a Bangor visitor
Monday.
S. B. Knowlton was recently in Au
gusta on bridge business.

James Hardie and family visited
pionday in Bangor.

SYPHILIS AND VOLUNTARY AGENCIES

parts of the body may be affected and
hygiene are unusually low ‘ vive- Which is more important—a seemed to know how he would want
that half or more of the persons i as compared with money spent for woman s bracelet or a human life?" words such as that said to him. There Orlerson
found to be infected during routine more commonly understood forms i she was looking Into the water were so many people who were prone
Mrs Mary Doucette arrived home
physical examinations or blood test of public health work. The volunThe to false pity.
Saturday from Brooklyn, N. Y„ to
surveys do not know that they are tarv agencies, such as those included 8
1
h youd g0
b h
Infected.
Thus unknowingly ac- with the Communitv Mobilization for 38w, As she withdrew, the smile he had , sPent
. the holiday ,,with Mr Doucette,
The man straightened and cleared flashed her quickly faded and he | A Pegram and Chrtstmas tree
quired. the disease runs its destruc- Human Needs, study local conditions
tive course, unrecognized, until J and see to it that this necessary part his throat "Well
___ In amoment.I ! watched
her go down the pier— ' were enj°>’ed at Hodge school Friday
chances for recovery are greatly re- j Of public health is not neglected.
i
came the quiet retort. ‘Tve watched her until finally she was but ;iltern30n The teacher. Mrs. Oertduced or the patient has permanentMuch of the educational and pre.
ly lostthe use of normal faculties. - ventive work must be carried by Promlse<i myself to accomplish a cer- a speck to hls eye, swallowed in the rude Beck, furnished a treat for all.
^Ir and M**- Daniel Weaver and
And. what is most tragic, the in- national and local voluntary social fain thing this evening, but I have a thick blackness that was night.
When the next light signal came json Hollis were in Union Fridaj' night,
fected
individual may be exposing hygiene societies nr social hygiene few minutes yet and I really would
others unmindful of the great harm committees of organizations engaged iike to talk with you about this. You across he glanced at his watch. One 1
Mr and Robert Linscott and
he is doing loved ones and members in other health and welfare fields.
more second and it would be exactly 'son Robert called Sunday on Mrs.
don't
mind
terribly
much,
do
you?
”
of his community.
j in this period of changing social
"There’s nothing to talk about. 11.30 It would be time to carry out Llnscott s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Every mother wants to protect her methods, it is more necessary than
his plan.
j diaries Finn. They have recently
child. And yet. every year 60.000 ever to have a group of citizens es- I've told you everything.”
bables are born in the United States pecially concerned to see that the best
Then. Just as the next signal moved to their new home.
Perhaps not everything. Would I
Infected with the germ of syphilis of the old methods are preserved, and be very curjous t0
if you bad not flashed, he plunged Into the black
•'*rs L*lla Pierpont and Mrs.
’nntnhirt'M'a I..
•
“
rVimit.
passed on bj' mothers with the dis thot
that mrtnam
modern czi/jnfinn
scientific zcontributions
hunPy >'°u would h»ve taken swirling waves with the quickness of 1Jor°thy Creamer were Christmas
ease. It Is perhaps here that we are incorporated into the new
■ shoppers Friday in Augusta.
see syphilis at its worst, foreshadow scheme. This voluntary activity, not your mother's bracelet just the same?" a straight and sudden arrow.
ing future misery and incapacity only in social hygiene but in all huThe third time the signal illumined ' Election of officers was held SatHer voice was filled with emphatic
among the children who are to be manitarian work, depends entirely conviction "I wouldn't have. Hon- the harbor, hls hat rode the deso- urday night at Evening Star Grange
the citizens of tomorrow
This for its survival upon the generosity
resulting in: Master. Fred L. Lud
would be a terrible picture if there of those who contribute to .heir estly. I know I wouldn't have. That's late waves alone.
By
Charles
Emery.
wig; overseer. Hollis D Weaver; lec
all
I
have
to
stand
by,
but
I
will
stand
were nothing to be done about It. local welfare funds.
turer. John C. Carroll; steward. Mel| by that." There was a light in her
! vin Philbrook; assistant steward.
eyes as though she defied any per
Charles
MacDonald
of
Rockland,
who
*€ UNION
APPLETON RIDGE
Lylle Norwood: chaplain, Clara S.
spoke of his trip to the Near East son to challenge her statement.
------j Overlock: treasurer. William F,
He was pleased that he had aroused
Miss Dycel Powell is clerking at the and used moving pictures taken by
Mr and Mrs. Frank Hart and fam- Hatch: secretary. Lurlie Davis ;gateRobert Esancy store in Burkettville. himself. Charles A. Lundell of Rock- a little fighting spirit in her. He took
.. were guests
- -Sunday
j
. ..
keeper Lysander Bartlett- Ceres
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Upham are land, also gave several selections on one of her hands and held it tightly. ily
of Mr. and ,...
_
' veres,
Luetta Weaver; Pomona. Ida Hatch"Why don't you let your mother
rejoicing in the birth Saturday of a the piano accordion which were
Mrs.
Steven
Miller
in
Burkettville.
;
Plora
Edlth
PhiIb
rook;
lady
assistant
see that? Prove it to her? Why
greatly enjoyed.
Christmas
shoppers
in
Rockland
resteward,
Ruth
Boynton;
member
of
don
’
t
you
give
yourself
a
chance
in

Officers were elected as: President,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy were
stead
of
taking
this
way
out?
”
His
cently
were
Hayden
Fuller.
Mrs
execuyve
committee
for
three
years.
William
P.
Thomas;
vice
presidents,
visitors Friday at Carl Sukeforth’s.
voice had grown hard. Don't you Nina Hart. Mrs. Sheila Hart and Roger Norwo°fl The installation will
Mrs. Arthur Philbrook of Appleton A. a. Griffin. J. S. Creighton, R. H.
see what your mother is going to
be held Jan. 15 at a day session with
McKinley,
and
G
E
Mansfield;
secre

is employed by Mrs. Upham.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Pit
a baked bean dinner at noon. Those
tary. Dr. M. C. Stephenson; treasurer, think if you do this? She’ll never
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry were in 1
man.
not solicited will furnish pastry.
, J H. Williams. These officers, with know what really happened. '
Camden Sunday to attend the funeral
“She—she couldn't bear lt if she
the pastor, make up the executive
Rachei Noyes of Hope. Mrs. Ethel
of Aubrey Heal
committee. The vice presidents are knew. She's ill and if she found I Moody and daughter Ruth, Mr. and
DEER ISLE
Edwin Alden returned home Mon heads of standing committees on had taken it it would kill her It Mrs. W. JM- Newbert were Bangor
day,
would
kill
her
if
she
knew'
Bible class, membership, finance, and
visitors Monday.
Ann Knowlton and Percival Knowl
He was squeezing her hand even
Mr. and Mrs. F. X. Roy attended social activities.
Ida Williams and Julia Brown are ton were guests of their parents. Mr.
more
tightly.
It
was
the
only
way
in
Church Sunday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss were the
guests of Muriel Robbins in Portland. and Mrs. Karl K. Knowlton, recently.
Mrs. Everett Ripley and Georgia supper committee, and were assisted which he could hope to influence her
Paul Robbins ,a student at the Con
There was no dance Saturday night
by
what
he
said
—
to
bring
her
mini
Mills and children were Rockland ! m serving tables by Misses Agnes
servatory of Music in Boston, is
visitors Monday.
(
Day, Hazel Day. Norma Fossett, and to the present, to hinder its lingering at Community hall due to bad trav
eling. but there will be one this week. spending the holidays with his par
in a past that should be forgotten.
A program in poetry and song will Nathalie Fossett.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins.
"Think a moment! Wouldn't it be
be given Sunday at 10 o’clock at the
Schools closed Friday for a two
The Walter Scotts and Frank Mc
giving your mother more of a chance weeks' vacation. Principal W. C
Church of the Nazarene, followed by
SINGING MOUNTAINS
to get better if she knew you were Darroch is spending the holidays in Veigh were Ellsworth visitors Sat
preaching service. Bible School will
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
urday.
still among the living rather than hav Princeton.
be at 11.15; Junior meeting, 5.30; The mountains and the hills
Mrs. Harold Black was in Bangor
ing
her
hear
that
your
body
has
been
prayer service, 6.30;
three-part
Break forth before us Into singing
music nature fills
Mrs. A H. Moody. Mr. and Mrs. last Thursday on a visit.
dragged
out
of
a
harbor?
Perhaps
Christmas program by Willing Work Thelr
In every changing season ringing.
Schools closed Friday for two weeks'
I’m wrong. Perhaps you aren't the Joseph Moody were visitors Wednes
ers class at 7. after which the pas
Thelr voices are not heard
vacation.
kind of girl who could begin a new day in Waterville.
tor, Rev. J. w. Ames, will deliver a
Upon our ears aloud resounding
Miss Ruby Sylvester is spending a
But thelr symphonic word
life; reach for the higher things that
message.
Mr. and Mrs., Joseph MooJy and
Swells sweetly in our hearts abounding.
vacation with the Rupert Howards at
make for happiness."
sons were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Thelr tunes entrance the eye:
There was defiance burning fierce Mrs. Forest Jewett in South Liberty. Great Spruce Head Island.
Methodist Church Notes
They pass beyond our sense of seeing.
Miss Anna McVeigh is home from
ly in those dark eyes now.
The Brotherhood observed Js l:r.,t | Within our spirits hie
Harrie Stanley, who is employed on Farmington for the holidays.
annivot-cam,
..
■ I Reverberating through our being,
She
said,
her
chin
thrust
forward
atinneisary recently with a fupoer in !
th,
j ,
'»
i Their contours graceful grand
the yacht, Dauntless, is spending the
Miss Gwendolyn Eaton is home
uie vestiy tol.owea by icpurts from [ Pure natural b«»uty clear displaying: a little, “I've always been able to do
Christmas holidays with his family from Banger for the holidays.
Choice
colors
they
expand
anything
I
made
up
my
mind
to
do.
”
committees and officer,?, anti discus
Thelr trees and grassy plats arraying.
in Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley and
Ray Lowe and Frank Greenlaw
“Why don’t you prove lt?"
sion of plans for the coming year. The shadows of the clouds
daughter
were weekend guests of Mr. visited Saturday in Ellsworth.
There was a short pause, after
Upon thelr slopes ln summer dancing.
It was voted to have a membership
and Mrs. W. M. Newbert
White snowy winter shrouds
contest under the direction of the
Thelr silver crested crowns enhancing, which she held out, of her own ac
cord, the hand he had taken without
The Community Club met at the
executive committee, and to ouy 50 All these make music sweet
WE BUY
eager listening souls e’er filling
request. Her eyes searched his own, schoolhouse Wednesday night with a 1
cnairs to replace the settees now in InOur
harmony complete
gratefully. The warmth of human large attendance. Final plans were j
use. Special tribute was given to
Melodious, delightful, thrilling.
AND SILVER
life seemed to be flowing back into made for the Christmas tree and
Frank Golden and to Reverdy Car- For we go out with Joy
The grace of God receiving,
her as she said. "Thank you. You've program to be held Friday night at , CLARENCE E. DANIELS
roll, members who have died during Our lives in peace employ
JEWELER
On Christ our Lord believing
been so kind. You've shown me the Community hall. Lucy Moody re-1
the year.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
A. M Watts
what a fool I am. I think."—there ceived a sandwich tray award.
The address was given by Rev. J, Jamaica, Vt,
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HORIZONTAL
1-A whim
6-Very fast
11-Rented
13- Deeerted wife of
Paris (Gr. Myth.)
14- An insect
15- Scrutinizing
17- Note in Guido's
scale
18- You and I
19- Not at any time
20- The (Sp.)
21- Uttered profanely
24-Publishes
27-Thin
28- Stupifies
29- Comparative suffix
30- Myself
31- A light yellow
33-Boxes
36- 5urns the surface of
37- The natural fat
3J-Proncun

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40-T orment
44- Electrical Engineer
(abbr.)
45- Pronoun
47- Penetrate
48- 1 mi tate
49- Written documents
51-Ensnared
53- Peigns
54-Aets

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Apportions
12- Stain
13- Unit

16-Four
22- Musical drama
23- Scarcer
25- French novelist
26- lnactive
31- The huntfng-leopari
of Asia
32- A flower (pi.)
34- Peeked
35- Percolated
36- Scales off
38-Long grass stems
41- Half ems
42- Near by
43- Use needle and
thread
46-Mineral spring
48-Boy's name
50-Type measure
52-Exist

VERTICAL
1- Defects
2- Regenerttes
3-Consume
4- Because
5- Sharper
6- Lament over
7- lndefinite article
8- American poet
9- Small bays

(Solution to previous puzzle)

>£ BROOKLIN ’€
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ford spent *
day recently with relatives in Deer
Isle. They were accompanied by”
Mrs A J. Sellers who will board with
Mrs. Daisy Conary.
Roland Carter and Clyde Carter
have employment on an oil tanker in
New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Taintor and
family have moved to North Brook
lin to care for Lillian Sexton.

E3SQEE

MATINICUS
The last day of school Friday was
celebrated in all the schools. Teach- i
ers have returned home for the | Mr and iMrs. George Belcher s
in Massachusetts to spend the wini
Christmas holidays.
with their daughter Mrs. Erm
John Cousins, Gleason Allen and
Perkins.
Frances Kane are confined to thelr ,
Mr and Mrs. Orren Ames are pa:
homes with chicken pox.
ing the winter with Mrs. Am
Rachel Bridges recently completed father R. P. Clark in Albion.
a beautiful sunshine basket for Edith
Herbert Teel recently went to B<
Anderson who is a patient in the
ton to receive medical treatment
Bangor sanitorium.
the Huntington Memorial Hospital
Donald Redman and John Ander
Hilda Thompson ana Virgu
son went Saturday to Boston. Mass .
Thompson who attend school at Li
with a truckload of articles for Allen
coin Academy, are home for the he
Bemis.
day season.
Mr and Mrs Oscar Ford. Warren
Clayton Young is spending t
Ford and Mrs. Flora Allen were Christmas season with his paren
visitors Saturday in Bangor and Others who have returned home 1
Orono and were accompanied on re the holidays are Isabelle Am
turn by Mary Ford, U. of M senior, Hattie Ames and Julia Young.
who will spend the holidays with her
Warren Williams of Norridgewo
parents.
is spend.ng a few days here wi
Miss Norma Kane and Carlton friends.
The seacoast Mission boat Sunbei
Stewart were united ln marriage Sat
urday night at the home of Rev. was here last weekend with Mr. Bov
Leon Meader. Mrs. Stewart is the Held on board. Mr. Bowsfield h<
daughter of Mrs. Esther Smith and services at the chilrch Sunday nig
was a sophomore ln High School. Mr. assisted by his father who has be
Stewart, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred a missionary to China for 41 yea
Stewart, graduated from Brooklin He has worked for 18 years in t
High School ln '34. He is engaged ln leper colony and during his work h
lobstering The couple left Sunday on circled the globe five times. I
talk was interesting and greatly e
a wedding trip.
Joyed
Mr. and Mrs. Winfleld Ramsdell of
School closed Dec. 17 for t
Portland spent the weekend with Mrs.
Cnristmas vacation and Mr. a
Ramsdell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Mrs. Hutchins and daughter a
A Stewart. On return they were ac
spending the holidays on the mai
companied by Mr and Mrs. F A. land.
Stewart and Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
Stewart.

NORTH WASHINGTON

SWAMPED!

Mrs. M. W. Lenfest is seriously il
with bronchial pneumonia and it at
tended by Dr. Tuttle of Union anc
Mrs. Fish a nurse from Union. Mr.s
Eva Sidelinger is caring for hei
household duties.
Donald Cunningham, his parent:
and W. A. Palmer were shopping visi
tors Saturday in Augusta.
William Lenfest of Bath who wa;
recently at the home of his grand
parents. Mr..and Mrs. M. W. Lenfesi
on a visit, was accompanied on returr
by his sister.
Mrs. Brown of Week's Mills wa:
guest Friday of her daughter. Mrs
Archie Lenfest.
Roy Lenfest made a visit Sunday a
hls old home.
Warren Lenfest and sister Ruth o
Rockland called Sunday on thei:
brothers at the Lenfest homestead.

Sudeten it with Domino
Refined inU.S.A.

for
baking

Tony Wons, radio philosopher, is
literally snowed under by hundreds
of thousands of postcards sent in for
poor children in hospitals. Mbrc
than 200,000 cards were received
within ten days.

ginger
bread
apples
beans

ham

Hb.
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ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

< NORTH HAVEN

Mince Meat Puddings as Christmas Gifts
Are Luscious and Thrifty, Too .

Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter of
Pred W. Scott was taken Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lawence and
I Tenant's Harbor were callers Mon
to the Maine General Hospital in
Jane Lawrence went Saturday, to
day on her brother, Ralph Wilson
Portland to have x-ray pictures of
Cherryfleld.
and family.
the
vertebrae
which
were
seriously
in

Mrs. H. O. Grant, Miss Eva Grant,
Mrs. Minnie Wellman went to Free
jured in the fall which he sustained |
and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Grant at
dom Wednesday to spend the re
several weeks ago.
tended funeral services for Mrs. Abbte
mainder of the week with her sister
Wooster in Warren.
—'
Word was received here yesterday
Mrs. Ambrose Upham
that Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey of Phila- ’
Maynard Greenlaw and Carolyn
1
Rev. and Mrs. F. F Pcwle and
j delphia won a sedan at the Egyptian
Greenlaw were passengers on the
'ch ldren ol Winthrop called Tuesday
j
Theatre
in
that
city
Tuesday
night
Saturday boat for a day's shopping
on friends in town.
j Friends congratulate her upon her
in Rockland.
j
j The Tritohelp Club met Monday
1
good
fortune.
Miss Virginia Scales went Saturday ]
night at the home of Mrs. Gladys
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Achorn cf
to her home in Auburn.
J I
! Wilson. The time was devoted to
Camden were guests Sunday of Mrs. 1,
Under the auspices of the frrangfc, i
work on the sunshine baskets, after
Ella Achorn.
a reception and shower were given !
which a lunch featuring lobster stew
Miss Edna Young will spend Christ- 1
Friday night to Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
: was served by the hostess assisted by
mas with relatives in Framingham.
Quinn at the Grange hall. A large
Mrs. Lillian Murray. Next week's
Mass.
company attended and an interesting
meeting will be omitted and on the
program was carried out eonsisting
Stewart Pollard is visiting his i
' following Monday night Mrs. J. W.
of music, readings and remarks. Two
grandparents in Lcwell. Mass., over
Hysscng w.ll be ihe hostess when a
violin selections were played by Miss
the holidays.
jcke Christmas tree will be held at
Scales with Marjorie Huse as ac-'
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown of!
j the parsonage.
companist. William Hopkins with j
Miss Sarah Smith, a teacher in
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rob 
his guitar, songs and yodeling re-!
Benton Falls school is spending the
bins, Jr., of Thomaston, were guests
ceived a fine hand. Remarks
re ‘
hohday recess with her brother Clay
Sunday of their aunt, Mrs. Jennie ,
offered by Rev. H. F Huse. in beha|f j
ton Smith.
Benner.
of the Church. Mr. and Mrs. Herman
An alarm at about 11 o’clock TuesMiss Fay Keene, a teacher in the
Crockett, Mrs. Clark Bunker and
i
day
night called the Fire Department
Ethical Culture High School in New '
ERE’S a thrifty short cut recipe for Christmas gift success that can be
several others. The couple received
to the home of William Whitney to
York
city,
and
Miss
Jessie
Keene,
a
made weeks ahead of the holiday rush. Break a nine-ounce package of
many fine gifts. Lloyd Crockett act
: extinguish a chimney fire. No serious
dry mince meat into pieces. Add 54 cup cold water. Stir over heat until member of the faculty of Gorham I
ed as master of ceremonies, calling .
lumps are broken up. Bring to brisk boil; boil for 3 minutes or until mix Normal Schcol, are spending the
damage resulted.
ture is practically dry; coot Add 1 egg, slightly beaten, % cup nut meats,
upon various persons, including Law-I
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
Christmas vacation in town.
finely
chopped,
%
cup
orange
juice
and
1
teaspoon
grated
orange
rind
to
rence Grant as master of the Grange |
bands motored Monday night to War
1)4 cups dry cake crumbs. Blend thoroughly. Fold in cooled mince meat.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P Mason leave
who expressed the pleasure of the)
ren where they were entertained at
Pour into greased pudding mold, filling 2/3 full. Cover tightly; steam 1
today for Pigeon Cove. Mass., -to
Grange in honoring those who have j hour, having water half way up on mold.
the home of Mr and Mrs. A. V. Mc
spend the holidays.
been active. In the reception line
■■ ■
■
Intyre. A jcke Christmas tree was
Miss Anne Wood of Buffalo. N Y.
were Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ames and colored lights it spreads cheer from
I lollowed by bridge with high score
ISLE AU HAUT *£
is visiting her mother. Mrs. Mary
the groom's mother Mrs. Quinn of evening until midnight.
going to Mrs . Ruby Kalloch and
Eagle Island.
Dr. Daniel Woodman who for eight
'Mr. and Mrs. John Crowell Jr. are Wcod. over the holidays.
Frederick Richards and consolation
• • • •
Norris Richards was a Rockland
weeks has been a patient at the spending a few weeks with Mr. and
lo Mrs Clarence Munsey and SherMaine Eye and Ear Infirmary in Mrs. John Crowell Sr. in Gloucester. visitor Monday.
High School Plays
bourne Kalloch.
M.sses Carolyn Graffam and
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay leaves to
In Calderwood's hall the High Portland returned Monday. For the Mass.
present he is able to sit up but a 1 Herman Gross and Doris Bowen day for Philadelphia to visit her
Thalice Spear, are expected home
School last Thursday night presented
brief time each day.
motored last Thursday to Ellsworth. daughter, Mrs Anne Bailey over
Irom Cambridge, Mass., Friday to
four original one act plays entitled
-----------------Tney were overnight guests of the Christmas.
spend Christmas.
“A
Chance
Acquaintance."
"A ,
•• VINAL HAVEN
-^cGuffie's at Sand Beach Farm.
Mrs. Minnie Piper underwent a
Mrs. John H. Lovell was a Rock- !
Strange Guest," 'The Black Turret," 1
_____
Cecil Barter of Rockland High land visitor Monday.
serious operation Tuesday at Com
and "The Sheriff s Picture." Those ■ Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Leigh went i School is passing a vacation with his
munity Hospital where she has been
Lieut. Cedric H. Kuhn. USMC..
wrifinv
thp
nlavs
wprp
Virginia Wednesday to Waltham, Mass., to mother Mrs. Clara Barter.
a patient the past three weeks since
X
«»’>»■«*>■ ■«
»«'
- - - - of Philadelphia, is guest of his
Pred Cousins is making repairs on
falling down a flight of stairs.
1 mother, Mrs Bessie Kuhn, over the
Beverage. Ann Dyer, and Hugh Par- John Whittington will fill the pulpit his house.
holidays.
Eastern Star Parly
sons. Special features were the selec- Sunday morning at Union Church. ' Mrs. L. C. Turner entertained Mr.
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
R Walter,
j The annual Christmas party of
tinne hv thp Hiffh <5rhnnl orrhpstra Miss Gwendoline Greene will speak in . and Mrs. James Jenkins Saturday!
7 oc,«k.«,,,c, .W,L»1W,
L
a well known and highly esteemed
Harbor Light Chapter OES. was
In the orchestra are Virginia Bever- At 10 a- m L B Dyer will take Roy Coombs will return to Rock- Nor--1 Wa.doboro couple, attain tn...
J held Tuesday night and a joke Christ
age piano; Miss Scales and Grace char8e of the Bible Class and will land this week after having been53th wedding anniversary Sunday
mas tree provided much merriment.
Beverage violins; Arthur W. BeversPeak °n a popular subject.employed here the past three months. , and on tbe following day will keep
Another interesting feature was the
This delightful musical will be shown at The Waldo, Dec. 25 and 26. Matinees
age Jr. trumpet; and Richard Bloom.
De Valois Commandery K. T. will Ralph Barter's boat. Novelty open houseawarding of Ihe prizes in the recent
both days at 2.30. Evenings 7 and 9.
attendance and membership contests.
trombone. The choice of music was hold a Christmas observance at 12 < brou8ht 17 cords of wood here SunWiwurna Qhapter. O.E.S.. will have
153’ Mrs. Orra Burns receiving the prize
day.
a Christmas tree following the meetof a high order and encores were well o'clock noon.
Mrs. Nora Grant and Herman ing Dec. 28.
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ior attending all the meetings since
earned.
i Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Williams went
Gross
went
Tuesday
to
Medford.
Victor
V.
Burnheimer.
Jr.,
a
-tuJan.
4
when
a
1
o'clock
luncheon
will
’«WEST WALDOBOROMT the contest started and Miss Ruth
tc
GROSS
NECK
t*
Other numbers on the program Monday to Weymouth. Mass., to pass
Mass. where they will spend the holi- [ dent at Hebron Academy, is passing be served by the hostesses.
------Mlller for securing the largest numwere: Piano solos. Ida Wooster; Vir-j the holidays with relatives,
Senator At Town Meeting
Mrs. William Gross and Elroy H.
Mrs. Laura Jones and granddaugh- [ ber of candidates. Mrs. Elsie Hawkdays.
a vacation with his parents, Mr. and
ginia Beverage; march and singing
Miss Erdine Calderwood was hostess
At a special town meeting held Gross of Bath. N. Y. were visitors ter are visiting Mrs. Jones' son Jesse j lng won the braiaed rug.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton and Mrs Victor V. Burnheimer.
by the "Salty Sisters;" chorus by 'day night t0 the KnJt.Wite fea.
j
committee was appointed to asdaughter Lillian Robinson are guests i Mrs. Charles Rowe was a visitor it) Monday Ralph Miller was elected Monday in Rockland with Mr and in Gardiner.
students with animal impersonations j turing a Christmas tree and luncheon.
moderator,
and
Otto
V.
Hassner
Mrs.
William
K.
Winchenbach
and
of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton in Rock- j Portland Tuesday,
Byron Mills and sons Neil and Jack s:st the worthy matron Marlon Upby Richard Waterman. These were I
, .
„ ,
, „ ,„
Mrs. John Beckman of Brookline. land.
Mrs. I. R. Lenfest of Presque j Isle . clerk. Mr. Miller requested those Mrs. f.ben Wallace of Dutch Neck.
were visitors Tuesday in Cooper's ham, in preparing the welfare bas
exceptionally well done. The an„
. „
.. .. Mass., is guest of her parents. Mr.
Vira Rich a student at Westbrook is guest at the home of Dr. and Mrs. present to rise and bow their heads ! Mrs. William Thorne is in Melrose, Mills.
kets, this work to be done Thursday
nouncer was Ernest Brown. At the
,
®
J
,
„ , .
. ,
. , .
. ... and Mrs. Sigvard Beckman,
in respect to the memory of Percy E Mass., where she will enter a hospiJunior
College is spending a vaca- J Stanley Lenfest.
at Miss Upham's home. Those ap
finale the school went into a huddle
Richard Dow of Framingham.
Mrs. Robert Mitchell and daugh’er Storer, who had served the town as tai for surgical treatment,
and gave a rousing cheer, under the
7,16 attendance was large at the ' tion at the home of her parents Mr.
pointed were Mrs. Cora Upham. Mrs.
Mass., spent the weekend at the
Janice of Thomaston are visiting clerk for 28 years and as treasurer
Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marion Richards.
leadership of Richard Bloom. Ex- ‘ Sunday School Christmas tree and and Mrs. Albert Rich,
Clinton Gross of Dutch Neck was a home of Dewey Winchenbach
Mrs. Orra Burns. At the next regu
penses were met and a neat sum left chlldren's program. Scripture was
Mr and Mrs. Norman Sellars and Mrs. Mitchell's father. James Steele. for the past six years.
recent caller at Melvin Genthner's.
It was voted to allow the selectMr and Mrs. Herbert Waltz and lar meeting of the Star election ot
Mrs. I. P. Bailey of Weld is visitfor the class treasury. Great credit'read b>' Ruth Carver and Pray« bV Mr- “d lMrs- Basil Bray have reWalter Stover of Boothbay recent
children have moved to their new officers will take place.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Gladys Grant. j men to use the 1938 appropriation
is due the faculty for the success of IRuth Key. Santa was assisted by moved to Stonington,
ly visited his sister, Mrs. Ralph Eugthe affair
ithe Sunday School teachers and Rev. I School closed here Friday and the
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gray ar? at
home.
• > | to the amount of $932.40. and to hire .
I the amount if necessary, for State
....
| Arthur Leigh.
teacher Christie Bray is passing two Blue Hill over the holidays.
Wentworth-Bowden
Miss Wa Winchenbach was an AuDonald Marcho Is visiting at tap Aid Highways fcr work cn the Union
Harry Ci earner passed Wednesday
The pupils having perrect attend- I weeks' vacation with her parents Mr.
A
wedding
of interest was solem
wnh Mr. and Mrs. John Johannison
visitor Friday night,
Christmas Exercises In The Schools
j ance at the White School, Miss Doro- j and Mrs. Thomas Bray in Stoning- home of hls mother, Mrs. Myrtle. road ih connection with the Federal
nized
Friday
at
the home of Mr. and
in West Waldoboro.
■ Mrs. Aaron Dow of Framingham.
Relief Fund.
Marcho.
Schools closed Friday for the holi-1 thy Cassie, teacher, were: Monica |tonMrs. George C. Bowden in Camden
School closed Friday for the Christ- Mass., called Saturday afternoon on
State Senator Fred Burkett of
Mrs. Lucinda B. Davis celebrated
day season.
Christmas exercises Swears,. Sada Gustavson. Ann Rob- \ Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Chapin, Mr.
when their daughter, Blanche Irene
were carried out in the grades, and,lnson and Jane Shields. The latter I and Mrs. Carol Chapin and Gordon her 80th birthday recently at her Union was present at this meeting mas recess. A program of recitations I Sadie Mank.
Bowden, was united in marriage to
also had perfect attendance the past ' chaP'n have moved to Stonington \ home here. Her guests were Mrs and was extended the courtesy of the and songs was arranged by the teachChamberlain Simmons and Byron Kenneth Earle Wentworth. son of
gifts distributed
er. Mrs. Dorothy Coombs, and Santa Nash of Friendship were guests Sat- Mr and Mrs Ernesl Wentworth o(
for the winter.
Augustus Boggs. Mrs. Emma John- floor.
year.
Exercises in the Thoroughfare j
Claus arrived to distribute gifts to the urday at Aaron Nashs.
Seth Lufkin, who had employment j ston and Mrs. Susan Castner. Mrs.
j
t£Wn. Tlie single ring ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Carver re
school were under the direction of
pupils. Parents were invited to en
I at Point Lookout the past few j Davis was the recipient of many gifts
turned Monday from Lewiston.
Misses Dorothy Carter and Annie j wa6 used by the officiating clergyArthur Lawrence and Miss Nickerson, i
joy the pleasures.
and cards in honor of the occasion
Ellen Wahlman, Ruth Clark, Jen months, has returned to Yarmouth.
Carter of Medomak spent the week- man. Rev. Westcn P Holman in the
Costumes in the Star drill were wnite
Lloyd
Davis
of
the
U
j
S.S.
Gridley
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and end with Miss Isabel Kaler.
nie Tuomi, Emily Winslow and Doro
presence of only the immediate famdresses decorated with silver stars
Children of Bath, N. Y.. are guests of
thy Asiala are home from Boston for SOUTHWEST HARBOR I came from Bcston to spend Sunday
Lilllan Vannah of the village spent ily.
In the Center School, exercises un
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. LawMr. ant’ Mrs William Gross during Sunday with Mrs. Clifford Wlnchen- j The attendants were Miss Clara
the holidays.
der the direction of the teacher Mias
the holidays.
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Davis are oc- j Fred Rohbins who has been serious- j rence Davis.
bach.
j Oregory of Camden, cousin of the
Nettie Beverage were carried out. cupylng their winter home on Cot- [ ’F 111 “ slowly improving. Dr. J. D
The fire department was called
Mis. Villa Morse of Waldoboro and
__ _____
Miss
Sadie
Winchenbach,
a
student
; bride and Donovan Dyer. Following
Here the radio announcer from sta tage street.
Monday to the home of Millard Win; Phillips is in attendance.
Mrs.
Charles
L.
Eugley
passed
the
O
f
t
},
e
Qgtes
Business
School
in
Authe ceremony refreshments were
tion XMAS was John Beverage Wno
Carl Anderson and Sven Swanson i CaPt Brainerd Simmons and Clyde i chenbach to extinguish a chimney
• weekend with Mr and Mrs Howard gusta. is passing tlie Christmas vaca- served.
played his part well, as did the other of Whitinsville, Mass., are passing \ Gotl were bad>y injured recently \ fire.
Carleton of Woolwich and also made tion with her parents. Mr and Mrs.
Tiie couple will make their home In
ten children.
when their cars came together near . At a meeting cf the Woman's Club
THE FLYING SANTA
the holidays here.
this community.
side trips to Lewiston and Bath.
A. G. Winchenbach.
The role of Santa Claus was taken
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lawson left the Simmons home on the Clark 1 Tuesday afternoon Christmas boxes
Harry Creamer went Monday to
in a fine manner by Principal Joseph
Once more m Christmas day draws near Rockland.
Point
road.
Captain
Simmons
rewere
made
up
for
needy
children,
FLORIDA
Reardon Simple exercises were held j
‘°
N6W
Captain BUI arrives with cheer;
ceived injuries to his eyes, nose, chest The club room was attractively deco- Perhaps it's coltee. or papers or toys
I York.
■ •
in the High School room Gifts were
CUSH,NG
and one knee. |Mr. Gott was un- ' rated in keeping with the holiday To till their hearts out there with Joy. ,
distributed and in each school the |
, I
conscious when taken from the season. Coffee was served at a Far out to sea on tho Coast of Maine,
_______
THE MESSAGE OF CHRISTMAS
Christmas spirit was in the ascen
have an eye out for Capt Bill's
wreckage. Both cars were badly j charmingly appointed table by the They'llplane;
|For The Courier-Gazette]
Mr. and iMrs. Joseph Bellmore Jr.
dency with happiness widespread.
Once again this busy world stops
And
I
know
whether there or on the are receiving congratulations on the
damaged.
'
hostesses.
Mrs.
Ida
Stenger.
Mrs.
Convenient to oil points of Interest—Modern In every way.
To travel back across the years.
shore.
An rnjoyable vlrw from our spacious rround-floor porche*.
And listen to the angel's song
Work is rapidly progressing on the Margaret Magee. Mrs. Florence Hahn. They are greeting a Jolly Santa once birtb of a daughter. Yvonne Mary.
Church Notes
On the hillsides of Judea.
which surround tbe hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Garden cottage being built near the . Mrs. Verna Schofield and Mrs. Ida
Mrs. Harriet Forsblom is confined
Mrs Jennie Robbins
Worship Sunday at. 11 o'clock with Weary nations hear the old time song Golf Links Sylvester Dorr is the J Soule. The next meeting will be | Rockport.
to the house as result of a recent fall.
That promise of peace and good will, I ___
,
,
. „
_ t
sermon by the pastor "Herod and When
Wiljo Lindell of the University of
all nations united shall be.
| general contractor and Harry Rob
June ta
Booklet
And no longer shall plunder or kill 1 bins has the plumbing contract.
Simeon" Singing by the choir under
Maine and sister. Miss Vieno Lindell
October
on
the leadership of Mrs. Barbara Joy, Tonight the Christmas angel's song.
The Christmas tree at the village
of Thomaston High School are pass
Application
Hotel
Sunday School at 10 o'clock. Mrs. Pleadlngnand praymg tha* men'shal^let ®reCn U an attractive Sight With Its
ing thc ChrLstmas recess with their
Maselynn
The blessed Christ Child come ln.
Julia Beverage. Supt.
many colored lights. Many houses
lather John Lindell.
Ntamloro
Corner Kerond Street
. . . and here’s a 1938
DeL Co.
It II. Maae
The Christinas pageant given Sun This Is the message that Christmas about town are displaying colorful I
The Longfellow school taught by
N. I.
brings.
and Pint Avenne
Manager
day night was entitled “The Home
window decorations. Cally Caruso's j
Miss
Dyer
closed
Friday
with
ChristI
AUTOMATIC TUNING
The promise of peace and of love
the Star Shone On." The settings That mankind shall all be as brothers. residence is lighted in blue and Dr. '
mas exercises and tree. Many of the
Moderate Rates
Serving one Father above.
P. F. M. Gilley s in red.
with spot light were very impressive.
parents and friends enjoyed the pro
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Those taking part were Harvey Cal And then when man's greed has been
gram.
conquered
derwood, Herman Crockett, Mrs
Mis. Austin Davis will be hostess
When wars and strivings shall cease.
RAZORVILLE««
Elizabeth Bunker. Hope Ames. Mr. The blessing of Ood will be with us.
to the Variety Club this week
—
And the Spirit of Christ which is
and Mrs. Clyde Joy, Austin Joy, Mr.
Roads are in ;a slippery condition j
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Spaulding
peace.
and Mrs. Alton Calderwood, Forest
due to snow and sleet.
Dorothy J Petrie.
and children returned Friday to
Beverage, Richard Bloom, Roger Portland.
Mrs. Carrie Lenfest who has been
Stonington. Earl will remain with
Raymond. The pageant was directed
suffering from pneumonia, is gradu
his grandparents over the holiday.
ally regaining health.
by Marjorie Huse. These assisting
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Young enter
Vinalhaven & Rockland
with the costumes were Mrs Will
Mrs. Rose Boynton was visited Sun
tained at dinner Sunday. Mrs. Carrie
Hopkins and iMrs. Elda Ames; wiring
day by several of her children.
Young. Harold Young and Mr. and
Steamboat Company
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Mrs. Ida Jones was recent guest oi |
ROCKLAND
and ligating, Lewis Burgess Tne
Mrs. Harold Marshall of .Rockland,
HATESl
lUlav . . . and enjoy proMr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy in Bur- |
grama from home and
choir, witli Mrs. Woodworth at the
the company being joined later by
Jm^le ’2O JW JW
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Service To:
abroad with thia latest
organ, contriouted materially to Uie
(hairaidr Philco! A flick
Mr. and Mrs. N. F Andrews of
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, kettville.
of your finger . . . and
success of the presentation.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
A Christmas tree and entertain
thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Regi
Philco Automatic Tuning
Ml «OOM| WITH |AT»
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
brings in your favorite
500 Rooms
A Christmas tree with exercises
ment were given Friday afternoon by
nald
Stackpole and family of Au
w»iUy MtM
stations . . . instantly, si
FRENCHBORO
WITH—'
will be held Friday night at 7 o'clock.
lently, precisely
tuned I
the school children, several of thi
gusta.
Other big features . • •
Those having gifts for the tree are
WINTER SERVICE
mothers being present.
RADIO
beautiful walnut cabinet.
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
PHILCO
asked to take them to the chuich in
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman en
SERVIDOR
FRIENDSHIP
(Subject to change without notice)
the afternoon. There will be the
tertained several guests at dinner
7CS*
TUB -.SHOWER
usual carol singing Christmas morn
Sunday in honor of Mr. Pitman’s
| The Advent Christian Church is
DAILY EXC e
SUNDAY
birthday.
o
Read Down
Read Up
ing. Singers will meet at Lodge at
\ making elaborate preparations for
•Sold only wllh Philco Hlgh-Efficicncy
A. M.
P. M.
Lass 4arUi
5 o’clock.
Harold Linscott, Earl Boynton and
' th? ChrLstmas season. A prografn
Aorlal to Intnro grcalett /orolgn rietpliun
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 6.00
•’ NORTH STATION
The community Christinas Tree set
i and tree have been arranged Christ6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40 Stanley Jones are shipping Christ
"a $TEP-A«"y.«<- THAIN-t.y»»r ROOM'
up by the “Shipmates” under the.dimas trees and report a brisk business.
tnesc
l mas eve. The program consists of
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
rection of Principal Joseph Rearjon
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hallowell and Mr.
a pageant, and a piay which will be
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 and Mrs. Jean Light visited Sunday
WALDOBORO, MAINE
is one pf the outstanding features of
presented in the form of a broadcast.
136-tf
the Christmas season. With its 80
at the home of Edward Light.
A capacity audience ls anticipated.

H

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

PHILCO

A1

MANGER

A. KYLLONEN

z

Every-Other-Day
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TENANT’S HARBOR««

WARREN

Jeanette Perry. Earle Moore Jr. The
vocal numbers were accompanied by
Mrs. Willis Vinal.
Children neither absent or tardy
for the term were Earle Moore Jr.,
Carroll Martin. Joseph Chapman,
Merrick Beane, Frank Teague. Terry
Leach. Bernys Overlock.
Patrice
Martin, Dorothy Beane, Barbara
Soule, Sylvia HUI; absent one day
I only, Alfred Wilson. Jeanette Perry,
Phyllis Payson. Frank Overlock.

In Everybody’s Column "

FOR SALE

.idvertlsements In this column not to
Mrs. Perley Miller has a guest for
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
exceed three lines Inserted ones for 25
[the winter her mother Mrs. Hill of and iMts. Oliver B. Libby were Mr
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
DUO-THERM pot type circulating
tional lines flve cents each for one time
East Holden.
•
and Mrs. Franz Simmons and Mrs.
10 cents for three times. Six small words heater for sale, new condition. AIR
Mrs. Newell J. Smith and infant Fred Gould of Rockland.
WAYS. INC . Publlc Landing, City
to a Une.
on every item for your Girhhnu j Fable •
153-tf
daughter Shirrell Pay arrived home
Miss Elizabeth Emmons, student at
ONE sewing machine for sale, also
Saturday from Portland. Rev. and the Jackson College. Medford is pass
♦ one pine chest, large storage space, with
two drawers underneath; one trunk:
Mrs. Smith have as visitors Mrs. ing the holidays with her parents,
♦ two fibre porch chairs; one four foot
MAY WE WISH A MERRY XMAS TO ALL
Smith's parents. Dr. and Mrs. Dick- Mr. and 'Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons.
step-ladder;
one girls' bicycle. R S
t
------------------------'
4
Youi A&P Manager and Clerks
I SHERMAN 7 Talbot Ave.________ 153*155
erman of New Britain. Conn.
A Christmas pageant. "The Three
COIN PURSE lost Wednesday noon
SMALL farm for sale; in city limits
A Christmas concert program was Great Joys" was presented Sunday
some where on Main street. Contained over looking Penobscot Bay. House has
sum of money and Its return will be j modern conveniences HW heat., suitable
presented in the church Sunday night at the vesper service by members of
Winners in a multiplication race deeply appreciated MISS RUTH WARD.
a hen farm 6 acres tillage land with
«€ THOMASTON «€
under the direction of Mrs. Harriet the Congregational Sunday school. were Barbara Perry, and Burleigh The Courier-Gazette._____________ 153*155 ) for
this nice property. An elegent buy at
This ls a real home and ln
Wheeler and Miss Agnes Sivewright. The children in costume made an Mank Jr., for grade 4; Patrice Martin
LADIES' white gold Bulova wrist $4,000
I Miss Jessie M Stewart has taken I
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
watch lost, set with white stones Please nice condition
impressive picture in candle light. and Ernest Perry, grade 3. Winners TEL 8533, 103 Camden St., Reward
163 Main street., Tel 605-M
153-155
charge of Tlie Courier-Gazette's I
_________________________________
153*155
Library
Notes
Those
who
had
roles
were,
Dorothy
1935
CHEVROLET,
4-door
Sedan
for
in
a
spelling
contest.
Barbara
Perry,
PILGRIM BRAND
Thomaston columns, and will be very !
RAWLEIOH ROUTE now open. Real sale or trade Clean inside and out.
grateful for news items which may
The librarian. Mrs. Flora Miller an- Simmons. Marie Marr. Dorothy Marr, Alfred Wilson. Bernys Overlock and opportunity for man who wants per HOWARD P ROSS. Lincolnville Center.
profitable work. Sales way up
153*155
be furnished for her. If you have nounces for new books: Life of Daniel Christine Jones. Ruth Starrett. Char- Earle Moore Jr grade 4 Dorothy manent.
this year Start promptly Write RAWUSED CARS sold or traded; also used
1,EIOHS DEPT., Mel-73-K.
Albany,
matters of interest in and around Boone, by Hartley; Vagabond ln lotte Moore. Marie Crockett. Evelyn Beane In grade 3.
N Y____________________________ 153*lt parts, tires and one oil burner. AL
Smith. Joan Smith, Harold Pease.
_ .
_
. . ...
, .
LB
FRED DAVIS, 152 New County Road
Thomaston please notify her. The Sovietland by Frank; Northwest
Barbara Perry is holding to her
KEYS on chain lost Sunday morning
153*155
Vaughan
Philbrook.
Warren
Phil,
,
,
...
,
.
.
,
Passage, by Roberts; Bounty Trilogy, „ ; „
telephone call is 149-131
.
. ,
fine record in spelling, having missed between 89-95 Union St TEL. 836-R or
brook,
Elma
Moon.
Herbert
Moon.
.
,
,
.
leave
at
The
Courier-Gazette.
1
52-154
THE
DANA
WRIOHT
HOUSE.
7
rooms
by Nordhoff and Hall; White Ban
,
but one word in three years, the
4 TO 5 LB. AVERAGE
I NEW BROWN
ZIPPER
POCKICT Is for sale Splendidly located on North
Willis
.
.
, , .
Judge and Mrs. James A. Pulsifer ners. by Douglas; Recapture the Merrill Fiske. Charles Berry,
Main
St.,
all
modern,
oak
floors
down
*
word missed being “locate.
BOOK lost between 9 45 p. m.. and 1030
CHICKENS
lb 33c
p m. Monday. Identification card and I stairs, cement cellar good garage, per
of Auburn came Wednesday to spend Moon, by Thompson; Blatjk Auto Berry. Earle Moore Jr.. Martha Grif- | «
fect condition Linoleums and much of
Christmas at the home of their matic, by Mowery; (Wind from the j tin. Betty Moore. Alice Marie Grif- ,
FANCY BAY STATE
card Lost ln Strand The- w BH4Nm ItockuSd Te 995 J
The Grammar School gave a varied Identification
atre or between 51 Granite St. Liberal |w BENNER Rockland, Tel. 995-J
daughter. Mrs H. F. Dana, returning Mountains, by Gulbranssen; I've been fin. Joan Maxey. Avis Oxton, Janet
152-154
DUCKS
lb 23c
program containing song by the reward offered Return to 51 GRANITE
Sunday.
to London, by Bailey for the young- j Philbrook. Jean Soule. Elizabeth Rob school; "Christmas Story," a com ST.
152*154
DRY
HARD
WOOD
for
sale
$6
long
87
8 TO 10 LB. AVERAGE
Accompanists were Mrs
MATTI SAARI.
NOTICE—ls hereby given of the loss of fitted, not delivered
Miss Mabelle Brown is expected to er readers. Robin Hood by Gilbert; inson.
position
by
Charlotte
Moore;
harBox
125.
RFD
3.
Waldoboro
152*154
deposit
book
numbered
5687
and
the
GEESE
lb 27c
arrive Friday to spend the holiday Captains Courageous, by Kipling; Carrie Smith, and Mrs. Willis Vinal. ' monica duet, Raymond Jenkins and owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
UPRIGHT PIANO for sale; good con
with the provision of the
RIB OR CHINE END
Uttle Men by Alcott; and Cowboy. The choir sang Christmas carols, and ! Paul Oxton; vocal duet, Edward Wil accordance
at her home here.
State Law SBCUKITY TRUST CO. dition; leaving town, must sell at once,
$30.
MRS SARGENT, 19 Purchase St..
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt
gave
a
sermonette.
. OTIS. Receiver.
PORK LOINS lb 19c
Fred Jealous and Bradford Jealous . by Edholm.
son and Richard Butler; question ENSIO
_______ 153*155
Rockland. Dec 9. 1937
147-Th-153 City.
ihe
committee
included,
Mrs.
Laura
have arrived home from Bowdoin
The new bookcase is a great addiSalt Pork
lb 15c
! box, 8th grade; "The Brownies) NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
GENTLEMANS COON COAT for sale.
Jameson.
Mrs.
Carrie
Wyllie,
Mrs.
College for the Christmas holidays.! tion to the library and the shelf space
deposit book numbered 1635 snd the I Uke new; may be seen at LUCIEN
e
Confectioner’s _ 1 LB
Sausage Meat
lb 23c
j Strike," 7th grade; song. "Silent of
153*155
Sugar o, Brown
3 pkgs 30c
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln i PREEN S. 16 School St
accompanied by Thomas Phelps of ■ which has been increased is especial - Anna Starrett. and Mrs. Ethel Grif Night” with guitar accompaniment accordance
with the provision of the
FORTY-SEVEN lovely, blood tested
State Law. KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO. White Rock pullets for sale. Laving, a
Mince Meat QannN PKG 10c
Pueblo, Colo., a classmate of Fred s; j ly appreciated by the librarian. The fin.
j by Ethola Stimpson; recitation, Ann By Earle McIntosh. Treasurer, Rock
A cantata “The Christmas Hallelu
flne family flock. MRS E I. SAVAGE.
thev will remain till after New practical interest shown by the
153-Th-3 Waldoboro. Me, R F D 3_______ 152*154
' Norwood; song. “The First Noel," land. Maine. Dec 23. 1937
Marvin Currants 2 PKgs 25c
jah" by the Baptist choir, directed by
library's
many
friends
is
as
ever
a
POULTRY
OXFORD ORAY vest lost Saturday
Year's.
WALKER-BEAGLE Rabbit Hound for
Ann Norwood, Lois Baxemore. ElizaBells
PKG 9c
SEASONING
Chester Wyllie, presented Sunday
between Summer 8t.. and Leslie Cross'
7 months A Christmas gift sug
! beth Kenniston and Leona Side cleaning store Return to I. LESLIE sale.
Miss Harriet Rose of Boston is cause for gratitude.
FIDELITY 1 LB
FRUITS
&
VEGETABLES
gestion
T. W SPEAR. 84 Pascal Ave .
Chocolates Assorted BOX 25c
The Library will tbe open Friday night at ,the IChurch was excellently linger: athletic stunts. Emily Stone CROSS. 457 Main St. JEROME C. BUR Rockport.
152*154
spending
Christmas
with
Mrs.
John
THE
CHOICE
OF.
THE
ROWS
153*155
sung,
and
well
attended.
5
LB
2 LB KA
REGISTERED Guernsey Bull for sale
Creighton, returning Sunday. Mr from 6 to 6 45 p. m. Those having
J and Howard Maxey, song with piano
box 50c
BOX $1.00
COUNTRY'S
FINEST
or exchange. "Emma's Spot." bred April
and Mrs. John Creighton of Ash- books due are requested to return
19. 1935. at Thomaston State Prison
1 accompaniment, 'The Old Rugged
ORCHARDS AND GARDENS
Cuarantee Choc.
box 39c
Christmas
In
The
Schools
farm O W. CARROLL. Rockville. Tel.
them
during
that
hour.
burnham. Mass. are also guests of
Cross," Ethola Stimpson; piano solo.
813-13
151*153
2boLxB 77c
Programs were presented in the Richard Butler; Finnish Folk song
Cuarantce Chcc.
CRANBERRIES
Mrs. Creighton, his mother, and of
HORSE for sale, weight 1500; also
FANCY
schools. Friday afternoon, proceeding (With QWn accompaniment „n the
M ' pony. Clarion range; will trade for
John E. Polky
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Ribbon Canby
box 29c
) heifers. H H WALDRON. 42 Holmes
CAPE COD A LBS
the
Christmas
trees,
visitors
being
piano
Ohtonen;
Dicke
„.
#
SKATES sharpened—prompt service. St.. Tel. 757-W
B
.
SEEDED or
Hellier in Rockland for the holidays.
152-154
John E. Polky died last Thursday
CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St
KCISinS SEEDLESS
PKGS 25c
present
'
I
"Christmas
Carol."
8th
grade.
Thirty
BULL DOG Puppy for sale, small,
148-tf
The Girl Scouts will sing carols in Rockland after two weeks illness
pretty dark; white face and paws MRS.
At the Pleasartviile rural schoo! guests were present.
FRESH
Doughnuts,
2 doz 29c
SKATE sharpening promptly done. ROSE HUPPER. Tenant's Harbor. Tel.
tonight starting out at 6 30. Anyone trom pneumonia. Mr. Polkey W’as
CRISP
under
the
direction
of
the
teacher.
]
4-3.
_________________________ 151-153
Jane Parker, plain or sugared
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.
wishing them to sing for shut-ins can born in Long Cove. Oct. 16, 1899. son
Pupils not absent the past term
143- t#
Mrs. Lina Smith, attractions were:
ONE pine storage chest for sale, 4 feet
LADIES—Reliable hair gooda at R<:k- long. 20 inches high. 21 Inches wide,
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Polky.
He
reach
them
by
telephoning
Miss
Jane
were
Ann
Norwood.
Evelyn
Smith,
5c Candy Bars, 6 for 19c
Christmas carols, school; Christmas)
land Hair Store. 24 Ftm St Mall ulcere hos two drawers; one Singer sewing
Miller 182. Following carol-singing spent his boyhood in that commun acrostic. 14 boys and girls: recitations. charlotte Moore- Clyde Saunders. solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
machine; one trunk; fireplace screen,
SAUCE
144- tf 32 inches high. 36 Inches wide andirons,
Cranberry o. s.
CANS 23c
the Scouts will have a tree with joke ity where he made many friends For Marion Farris. Bruce Young. George Harold Moore
absent but one
shovel, poker and stand; two fibre porch
presents and refreshments at Phyllis several years he was employed at the Simmons. Kenneth Farris. Elden
) chairs. 7 TALBOT AVE. Call 531-M for
day Lhe past ‘1™ werLEdward
Fruit Cakes parker 2 LB 69c
appointment.___________________151*153
Booth
Brothers
granite
quarry,
and
JANE
Hall's home.
Young. Alice Heath. Charles Consnt, Wilson. Richard Butler, Elizabeth
Fruit Cakes PARKER 1 LB 33c
USED Vacuum cleaner for sale, dress
The Baptist Christian Endeavor of late at the John Meehan & Son's
suit, size 35; banjo, ukulele (make nice
JANE
Muriel Yoimg, Pauline Heath, Her-| Kenniston: absent but °ne *»>•
Phim Pudding parker lb 25c
Christmas
gift) . J. C. BURROWS. Atty.
and the Federated Epworth League ! plant at Clark Islalid.
bert Simmons. Donaid Overlock. Howard Martin and Ernest L. Star
________________________________ 151*153
Survivors
are
his
wife,
Dorothy
will
join
to
sing
carols
Christmas
eve
rett
Jr.
Marilyn
Ranquist,
Ethola
Apple Sauce pace 3 cans 25c
FIFTY used stoves for sale all kinds,
Donna Farris. William Heath. Mary
beginning at 10. They will gladly Polky; a son, Cecil; a stepson. Albert;
very attractive prices. C E GROTTON,
1 IB ,,
Farris. Frances Smith, Edrie Young, Stimpson, Leona Sidelinger.
Layer Figs PKG VC PKG 15C
138
Camden St . Tel 1214-M______ 149tf
sing for anyone who will telephone his parents; four sisters; seven
Ann Norwood missed but one word
Raymond Young, Philip Simmons.
NO. 21;.
25
SECOND HAND parlor stoves from
A&P Pumpkin
CAN " 10c
Miss Lillian Thurston 110. At mid brothers; three aunts; three uncles;
85 to 820; 1 new 20-ln. Sunbeam one-pipe
Edward Leonard Jr.. Dorothy Sim in spelling during the entire term.
NO. 2-■
) furnace. 898: 1 adding machine. $35; 1
and
several
nieces
and
nephews.
night
they
return
to
the
Baptist
ves

A&P Squash
CANS ' 25c
cash register. $20, 1 power oil burner,
mons. Ruth Young. Margarette The program at the Hinckley Cor
Funeral services were held Monday
try where Miss Edna Hilt and Mrs.
i Nu-way with 275 gal tank, $35; 4 second
Smith; Christmas Bells, an exercise ner school was given ln the form
Mined Meat such 2 PKGS 23c
hand Walnut circulating heaters; roll
Francis Tillson will serve refresh from the Baptist Church in this place
top desk, good condition, $18. Largest
Muriel Young. Pauline Heath, Marion)
a radio broadcast with Mary Nor.
DROMEDARY
I line of used goods we ever had. V. F.
and interment was in the Ridge
DatCS
PITTED
ments.
pkgs 23c
Farrts, Alice Heath, and Elden wood the announcer. Plays were
‘ STUDLEY, 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154.
John Egerton and Harold Goss of cemeterv.
1 __ ________________________ 14A-tf
Molasses
2 cans 25c
1 Young; motion song, Rutli and presented by Louie Cogan. Robert
BRER RABBITT —GREEN LABEL
New York city are holiday guests of
DRY fitted hard wood for sale $10 cord;
Herbert Moon,
Pauline
Dorothy
Simmons;
duet
Ruth
Young
Wyllie,
1 $1.35 ft. Hard coal $15. Pocahontas soft
I
BORDEN'S
Mr. Egerton's cousin. Miss Margaret
Ccr.o. Milk eagle
21c
$9.
Coke $11. J. B PAULSEN, Thomas•< SPRUCE HEAD *€
and Margyette Smith; sole Elden Anderson, Warren Philbrook Jill
1 ton, Tel 62._______
144-tf
Ruggles. The Ahern and Lakeman
Young.
) Cogan. Willis Berry. Joyce Butler.
E. FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale TEL
families will also be here guests at a
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and two chilNot absent during the 15 week term Earle Pease; Harbel Crockett, Mary
I IM-M.______ ___________________135-tf
family gathering Christmas Day.
dren are at the home of Mr and )were RaymOnd Young. Murie. Young. Norwood. Adelbert Norwood, Flora
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
The Baptist vestry was filled Wed Mrs George Snow until they find a
{ paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Donna Farris; pupils not absent or Simmons, Vernon Ranquist. Joyce
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
nesday night on the occasion of the rfnt. Mr. Elwell has been trans
Your name and address printed
tardy. Mary Farris. Kenneth Farris; Halligan. There were recitations by,
on envelopes and paper or mono
annual Christmas tree for the Sun ferred from Merrimac River to Burnt
absent but one-half day, Charles Arthur Jenkins. Dale Messer. Lea- gram on sheets, address on enve
day School. Following an interesting Island Coast Guard Station.
MYFIELD
Conant; not tardy. Marion Farris, trice Dolham. Glendon Simmons. lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
24'
s /”C
program. Santa Claus appeared to
Alice Kenniston. Leroy Pease. Charles Brown ink.
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater came Fri
distribute the gifts for old and young,
< ADT1
or COMPOUND
Berry. Anita Robinson. Norma Ran
day from Rockland and attended the
J9 *•* *••
••• •••
•».
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
Pupils
of
the
intermediate
school.
r LBS
BULK OR PACKAGE
climax to a joyous evening.
Christmas entertainment at the vil Mrs. Ethel Griffin, teacher were re quist. Nancy Aho. Dorothy Aho. Bar
White Deckle Edge
Paul Morgan and Russell Morgan
POUND
bara Marr. Gary- Kenniston. Jimmie
lage school with her son Walter sponsible for these numbers;
36 folded sheets ««x7%
arrive Friday to spend Christmas
36 envelopes 4x5‘i square flap
Halligan. Robert Anderson. Pauline
Drinkwater. Jr.
A
play.
“
An
Interview
With
Santa
with their father, Paul from Ohio
$1.15 postpaid
Mrs. Fred Batty was entertained Claus" had in its cast Billy Chapman. Anderson. Ruth Pease. Warren Phil
State University at Coiumbus and
ILVERBROOK LB
OR
brook.
Vernon
Ranquist,
Flora
Sim

Friday at a venison supper in Cam Harold Pease Jr.. Henry Marr,
Russell from Stamford. Conn.
60 flat sheets 7V4xlOK
mons.
Herbert
Moon;
vocal
solos,
50 envelopes 4x714 square flap
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone will den by her son and daughter-in-law Vaughan Philbrook. Mary Ludwig. Mary Norwood. Elizabeth Robinson,
REGULAR STYLE LB
Merrill Fiske Joyce Hills, Gloria
$1.40 postpaid
spend Christmas in Winsted. Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Batty.
and Harvel Crockett; piano solos,
Miss Ruth Cookson has returned Haskell. Lois Norwood. Martha Grif
with her parents. Mr and Mrs. Leon
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
Mary Norwood. Robert Wyllie, Joyce
McKusick. They leave Friday and tc South Gardiner after several fin. Eugene Peabody, Charles Over
W hite Vellum
Halligan, Joyce Butler; violin solos,
CLEMENTS REDS—BWD Clean Maine
lock
Jr..
Russell
Fales,
Ralph
Perry,
weeks'
visit
with
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Carr.
in Belmont. Mass.. Mr. Stone's mother
Square flap envelopes and folded
Accredited Heavy layers Producing 70%
Willis
Berry;
a
tap
dance.
Lillian
right now Babv Pullets, Crosses. 4-farm
■heeta
will Join them.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper Philip Biackington, Ethel Wiley, Durrell followed by the Christmas
savings. Chicks only $11-1000 Other
50 envelopes 4x5 %
The Federated Sunday School had were in town Saturday on business Edna Lehto. Faye Martin. Aili Lam
prices.
discounts
write CLEMENTS
tree
and
a
visit
from
Santa.
60
sheets
4%x7%
FARMS. Winterport. Maine.
152-52
pinen. Evelyn Wotton, Betty Moore,
a Christmas tree in the CongregaMrs. Lucy Wall and son Alton went
Children
not
absent
during
the
$1.35 postpaid
"
tional vestry Wednesday night, with Saturday to Verona to attend the Elma Moon. Phyllis Smith, Marie ) term were Adelbert Norwood, Her
WALNUTS
lb 21c
many parents and friends accom- I funerai of Mrs. Wall's aunt Mrs Crockett' Eleanor Fales- Muriel
«
bert Moon. Louie Cogan. Earle Pease.
Anderson and Mae Studley.
A DISTINCTIVE BLEND
panying the children, who enjoyed an Zebbie Heath.
«
.
]
Joyce
Butler,
Jill
Cogan,
Pauline
Other numbers included the sing
unusually able representative of
Mrs. George Elwell of Vinal Haven ing of Christmas carols, and reci Anderson. Gary Kenniston. Adelbert
MIXED NUTS lb23<
2lbs45c
Santa
Claus—identity
unknown.
LOWER apartment to let. at Magune
has been recent guest of Mrs. Cassie tations by Ethel Wiley. Aili Lam Norwood. Pupils absent but one-half
house In Rockport R B MAOUNE. 186
Carols played on the harmonica bySOFT
Glendon Simmons. Emerson
McLeod.
No Main St. City_______________ 153-155
pinen.
Muriel
Anderson.
Philip
Black1
day
Albert Harjula were a feature of the
PECANS SHELL LB 19c
HOUSE to let In Thomaston, hot
!9rs. Callie Morrill has returned ington. Edna Lehto, Mae Studley. Crockett, Barbara Marr. Lillian Durprogram
poems
water heat, bath, garage TEL. Thomas
JA* ' U‘
Vof songs- —and
--- i----------- aprecedEleanor
Fales.
Merrill
Fiske.
Evelyn
i
rel1
'
Halligan
'
Willis
Berry
'
ton
11-2
153-154
ing the distribution of gifts, and an- | botne for several weeks' stay. Mrs '
and Ruth Pease. Only nine tardyLARGE
room
to
let,
$4
week.
FOSS
other
notable
one
was
the
dramatizMorriIi
has
been
employed
at
the
Wotton.
Betty
Moore.
Marie
Crockett.
Salad Dressing SNozPjaV 13c
HOUSE. Tel. 330
143-tf
marks marred the register, and there
II
L?DESSERTS A
ation of “The Christ Child and the 110me of M*s» Carrie Brainerd
Gloria
Haskell
Christmas
carol.
Rus

COZY 4-room furnished flat to let.
Sparkle cept Coffee 4 PKGS 17c
heated All modern. Suitable for two.
Candles ' given by juniors directed ,Rocklandsell Fales. Ralph Perry. Charlfs was one dismissal. Visitors to the
Enquire THE COURIER-GAZETTE
number
of
114
were
recorded.
Wings Cigarettes
10c
PKG
Overlock Jr., and Harold Pease; song,
_________________________________ 153*155
by Mrs. Leacn
i
Patricia Moody, daughter of Mr
LGE.
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
Phyllis Smith. Marie Crockett, and
Super Suds red box PKG 20c
HOUSE to let. good location, all im
and Mrs. Lowell Moody, moved late
provements V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
(For The Courier -Gazette |
In the Churches
3 OZ
Gloria Haskell.
Bt..
Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel. 330
Dromedary Peels
9c
in
the
fall
to
New
Jersey,
where
her
[
PKG
Christmas Day
Your name and address printed
St. James Church. Catholic—Sat This
_________ ______________________ 150-tf
Neither late or absent during the
BIG 28 OZ BOTTLES
CITRON. LEMON AND ORANGE
I turn myself away
on
sheets
and
envelopes
only
father
had
employment.
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment to
I From present times to that glad morn
NO. 2
urday 9 a. m, Christmas Mass.
fall term of 15 weeks were: BillyGINGER ALE, SPARKLING
A&P apple Juice
let. $3 50 week
V. F STUDLEY. 283
CAN 15c
When Christ our Lord to earth was born
PATRICIAN
Sunday at St. Bernard's Chureffi in I question why he came
Chapman. Muriel Anderson. Eleanor
Main St„ Tel 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel.
WATER & OTHER FLAVORS
White
Laid
With
humblest
name.
330.
150-tf
Edwin Hill at the Anderson Rural
Camay Soap ,,kE 3 cakes 19c
Rockland. Law Mass at 8 High Mass
Fales. Phyllis Smith Martha Griffin
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
BOTTLE OF PERFUME FOR lc MORE
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
MRS.
His parents mean
Lois Norwood. Ethel Wiley; Vaughan' Schoo>- Mlss Evelyn Sawyer teacher
at 10.45 a. m.
LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St
142-tf
60 folded sheets 4Yix7%
poor had never seen
Whipple's S'enaV
jar 29c
Philbrook
and
Harold
Pease
did
not
nad
a
P
erfec
'
record
of
attendance
St. John's Church—Dec. 24. 11 p. m. And
40
envelopes
4x5%
UPSTAIRS APT., to let, four newly
The power and the wealth of life;
$% OZ
1 decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
Walnut Meats
miss a day. but were late one day. for th« Past fal1 term A Christmas
Matins of Christmas. Solemn Proces- Unknown were Joseph and hls wife,
21c
CAN
OR
ST..
Tel 156-W___________________ 133-tf
,
j
i.
i
From
Nazareth
they
came
BOTS
4'i OZ
Elma Moon attended every day. but,Part-v was enjoyed thejast day _of |
sion. Opening of the Crib, followed by of obscure fame
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
Stuffed Olives
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
23c
JAR
school.
With
recitations
by
Eva
Niemi.
40 envelopes 4x6%
Spruce Read, to let, very teasonable; fire
Sung Eucharist Order of Music: Among the least.
was excused early one day.
46 OZ - wood
for
the
cutting.
TEL.
793-W
aftei
Pineapple Juice
$1.15 postpaid
CAN JJt
Processional—When Christ Was Born While up at Zion's feast.
Pupils of the intermediate school Olive Robinson. Nathalie Tolman.
4 p. m___________________________ 136-ti
12 OZ
They found a shelter In a stall:
ANN PAGE
Richard Burgess. Maurice Aholm.
Vanilla Extract 2 OZ BO: ZlC
of
Mary:
Introit.
Silent
Night;
Kyrie,
have
been
working
on
a
Christmas
FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
Within
a
stable
rude
and
small
GRAYTONE TWEED
BOTS
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
rested with the sheep
Phyllis Tolman, |Eini Riutta, Carl
Missa de Angelis; Sequence. Divinum They
village,
which
they
have
on
display
Vellum
On
litter
heap.
Main
tc Park Sts.
144-tf
R&R Plum Pudding ea 25c
Erickson. Mary Burgess, Arthur Jura.
Mysterium. Twelfth Century Plain
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
at their room.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
40 envelopes 4x5%
bong; Credo. Missa de Angelis. Of- Ere dawned
dawned the
the festal day,
At the Malcolm Corner primary Eila Riutta, Edwin Hill. Martha Bur
FROST. Tel. 318-W
144-tf
gess; a play, "Wno Gave the Christ
lertorv. Calm on the Listening Ear A tiny babe first saw this earth:
OR
school,
Mrs.
Florence
Davis,
teacher,
Amid this poverty and deerth.
mas
Party."
given
by
the
4th.
5th
60
flat
sheets
6%xl0%
of Night, solo by Albert Hall; Hymn. In stable bed forlorn
a “radio broadcast" was given: reci
40 envelopes 4x6%
Of the Father's Son Begotten; Sanc- The Christ was born
tations by Lucille Perry, Frank Over and 8th grades. This was followed
$1.15 postpaid
by
the
Christmas
tree.
Sixteen
visi

God
’
s
gift
to
earth
tus. Benedictus. and Agnus Dei from
lock. Harlow Mank. Richard Over
Of
all
unmeasured
worth
fflBiaffl Missa de Angelis; Communio, Adeste Thus ln the lowliest guise.
AUlCi
lock, Phyllis
Payson,
Margaret tors were present.
EXPERIENCED girl wants work ln
to worldly great and wise.
small family. Write P. O. BOX 32. City.
Fidelis; Gloria. Missa de Angelis: Unknown
Starrett,
Floyd
Mank,
Dorothy
Beane, Funeral services for John W.
Yet showing God s great love
after Last Ccspel. Hymn. Hark the Came from above.
Frank Teague. Helen Carroll, Earle Wirta. 50. who died .:uddenly Mon
LAUNDRIES wanted to do
359
BROADWAY. City. Te! 723-M.
152*154
Herald Angels Sing. Dec. 25. 9 a. m. Then let us learn.
Moore Jr.. Sylvia Hill. Ernest Perry, day while chopping in the woods in
ROCKLAND, ME.
who so often yearn
POULTRY wanted, top prices paid. I.
Holy Eucharist; 5 p. m. Solemn We
Patrice Martin. Thornton Gibbson, North Warren, will te held Thursday
For station large and talents grand.
POUST. 91 No. Main St. Tel 41-J. 146*157
Evensong. After the service the chil That Heaven’s wise and powerful hand Carroll Martin, Barbara Perry, at 1 o'clock at the S -.wyer Undertak
HIGH SCHOOL BOY wants chance to
Can bring the feeblest frame
dren's Christmas tree will be held in To grandest name.
Joseph Chapman. Sidney Peters. ing rooms in Thomaston. Death was antville were Mr. and Mrs. George earn or partly earn board for 3 or 4
months.
Address W D . The CourierTELEPHONE 770
Barbara Soule. Lucille Stone. Bernys due to heart failure.
the parish hail; all are invited to at We ll not despise
Rider of Camden.
Oazette.
153* lt
Joseph
Hahn
ts
a
patient
at
Knox
tend Dec. 26. 9.30 a. m. Holy Euch The soul of humblest guise;
Overlock. Burleigh Mank Jr.. Jean
TO A Young Man who has punched
Mrs. Susie Philbrook. who has been
For noble mission ls it sent;
lus last mie clock There are big profits
arist.
Soule. Terry Leach, acrostic by grade Hospital.
In every life some good Is meant;
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Percy French ln the selling business If you are selling
In the Baptist Church, Sunday- Though seen in clay of earth
4; song, third grade; “Christmas The apprentice degree was worked in Bridgton, and relatives in Port the right goods. We have an excellent
Heaven gave it birth
opportunity open for an ambitious young
Toys" a play. Merrick Beane. Jean °n one candidate Monday night at a land, has returned.
morning worship at 11, with the topic
man No previous experience necessary.
Rev. Allison M Watts
We train you ln our free 5-day Train
Jamaica. Vt.
Soule. Sidney Peters, Sylvia HUI, special meeting of the St. George
• A Strange Thing" In the evening
Stuart Burgess of Rockland was a ing Schooi to begin making money fast
Barbara
Soule:
vocal
solo.
Jeannette
Lodge
of
Masons.
at 7 the subject will be “Tlie Record
If Interested drop a line to AP.C. care
153-2
Mrs. Adelaide Sawyer and children. caller recently at the home of George This Offlce. stating age.
ot a Year.' Sunday School at 9 45 5.45 the Epworth League will meet, Perry; exercise, five boys: song,
Teague,
and
Ml*,
and
Mrs.
Sidney
EXPERIENCED WOMAN wants position
Olive,
Irving
and
Doralis
of
Camden
a, m Estelle Moore will be leader with a tree. fThere will be no eve school; Chrismas play, “The Littlest
doing housework. 574 MAIN ST. Cltv.
Vinal.
Tel 1230.
153.K
ning service.
lor Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m.
Star,'' Edward Maxey, Carroll Mar are guests at the Congregational par
Philip
Biackington.
who
was
a
pa

ALL
KINDS
of
light
trucking
and
de
sonage.
tin, Joseph Chapman, Frank Over
Federated Church School at 9.45
livery work. Christmas parcels delivered
Tlie great New Year's Milk Fund lock, Burleigh Mank Jr.. Phyllis Pay- Mrs. Newell Eugiey. who has been tient at Knox Hospital, has returned at reasonable prices: careful handling.
Morni g worship at 11. when the
.Tel. 19-W
_______
150*tf
home.
Christmas music will be sung again Ball of the IRoekland P TA will be son, Margaret Starrett. Bernys Over ill Ls improving.
1 wiTOHMAKBB—Bepalrtag
CaUers Bunday at the home ot Mr
Fred Watts, ill the past three WdeKU.; clocks, antiques all kmds. BCall and deand the sermon subject will be “The held the night of Hat Jan. 1, at Com look, Lucille Stone Jeannette Perry,
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 Ames
153-lM
Dorothy Beane, Patrice Martin, and Mrs, Charles Conant at Pleas is gaining,
Pi,wer and Beauty of Christmas '' At munity Building,
bury St,, Rockland, Tel 958-J
144-tf

J#

RKEYS

LOST AND FOUND

31

J'h&Ah—

MISCELLANEOUS

A/ «

2

Rite-Best

e 02 e,

Printed Stationery

2

Spsdaii Jkii LtJsak fcrui

FAMILY FLOUR
LAalU
CRISCO or SPRY
SLICED BACON
FRANKFORTS

BOKAR

EGGS AND CHICKS

19c
29c
19c

OtilGA
SuqqtoiionA

K

TO LET

YUKON
TONICS

3

12

25

59'

•

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT-ADS

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE

WANTED

’

152*1

Every-Other-Day
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Was A Happy Night

OCl ETY
Miss Mabel Lunt leaves today to
spend a week at her home in Frenchboro.

Page Seven

Best Potato Record

Supper and Christmas Tree Gov. Barrows Awards Prize
Furnish Joy For Crockett’s

Jo Family In Strong With

Point Children

Fourteen Children

The happiest place in the Universe
A deserving mother and father and
Tuesday night, was Crockett's Point, thelr 14 healthy children “who eat1
or, to be more specific, 17 Sea Street an average of two pecks of potatoes !
place, at least that's the verdict which daily" received a welcome Christmas J
would be unanimously rendered by j present from Oov Lewis o Barrows
the 34 children who sat down to today. A truck drove up
the

I
-i
,"i
ri
«
;;

1

Miss Harriet E. O’Brien ls expected
fi
fl
Friday from Danbury, Conn., to be
.1
I
the holiday guest of Mrs. A. L. Hall,
the supper Served at the home of homestead of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
I
Masonic street.
I
Mrs. Blanche? Clark and the 50 j? oreenlaw in Strong, and left 30
I
three .
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon and children who drew ..two or
I
,, .,
bags of Maine s finest spuds, the
WE SUGGEST
son Billy, will go to Portland Friday presents apiece from the gaily deco
ri
rated Christmas tree.
mother's award for writil* a ‘,best" 5
to spend Christmas and the weekend
■i
Rcast pork and all the fixings, letter to the Chief Executive.
at the home of Mrs McLoon's par
1
During Potato Week, Gov. Barrows
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson Mc Gosh! Wasn't that some feed, wanted
I
to know the happy hearted young-1 offered a supply of tubers to the
Dougall.
I
sters, some of whom experienced dif-1 housewife who made the best record
Arthur Orne and family come from
I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snow and Acuity in finding place for the sev- j for observing the event. Letters
for lasting
I
Wilmington, Dela., Saturday morn Miss Virginia Snow will go to Port eral kinds of ice cream which topped i came in from all sections of the state
ing to spend the holiday with Mr. land tonight to meet Miss Constance off the feast.
by the dozens. All kinds of new re-1
I
1
and Mrs. Arthur L. Orne, Broadway, Snow of Boston, who will spend
Materials for the feast were gen cipes and original ideas were tried
and Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith, Lin
.1
Christmas at her home on Suffolk erously furnished by a trio of Rock but the official judges elected Mrs.5
coln street. They will make the trip street.
land men who found much satisfac Greenlaw's efforts as the most de-'
with Charles E. Bicknell, who will
tion in aiding the good work which serving.
meantime be the guest of his mother,
Miss Fern M. Brown of Gorham is being done' for the needy by Mrs.
In “hearty'' accord with the judges
You can always be assured of the high quality
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell.
Normal School will spend her Christ Clark. The children included in the Gov. Barrows promptly delegated the
,3
I
mas vacation with Mrs. Sarah Thomas party were members of the Jennie Maine Development Commission to
I
of
our
diamonds
regardless
of
the
cost,
and
Miss Dorothy Frost is visiting her
<3
at her Camden street home. Guests Allen Wilson Club.
see that the terms of his offer were ,
I
grandfather, E. C. Frost, in Rumford.
they may be purchased.
lor Christmas Day dinner will be
“How nice everyone is,” remarked carried out. The potatoes were se
I
Miss Marion Anderson comes to Mrs. C. O. Flint and daughter Vir Mrs. Clark as she surveyed the cured from Ralph Corson of Strong
ginia
and
Mrs.
Ella
Vining.
who
picked
out
several
barrels
of
his
goodies
furnished
for
the
supper,
and
morrow from Mapleton to spend the
If
the presents which had come from best stock.
1
Christmas vacation with her parents,
Stuart C. Burgess has gone to merchants, church workers and
11
Mrs.
Greenlaw
was
offered
the
j
ho
Capt. and Mrs. A. Anderson.
2
North Weymouth, Mass., to spend
chance to go to .Augusta and receive
others.
A
the holiday and weekend with his
her
award
in
person
but
“
care
of
With
full
hearts
and
full
stomachs
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Murphy off
A
I
parents Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. they sang—those happy children— her large family made it impossible
Portsmouth. N. H. who have been
DIAMOND
WATCHES
I
Burgess.
under the direction of Mrs. Squires, for her to get away.”
visiting relatives and friends in this
The Governor stated that he was
A
leader of thc First Baptist Choir.
city for a few days have returned
$33.75 to $75.00
Miss Barbara O'Neil is making a
1
Mrs. Clark would fain
have much pleased with the many fine
home.
fortnight's visit with her parents in
A
shunned newspaper mention, and letters and “wished" that every
I
On Terms to Suit Your Convenience with our
Georgetown, Conn.
Miss Sarah Sansom is spending the
spoke slightingly of her own part in housewife w[» had written him)
Convenient - Cordial - Confidentnial
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Miss Eleanor Bird is home from the affair. She knows and likes all could have won. He said that the
co-operation received was "most
Smith and family a‘ Hath.
of
the
children
who
were
benefi

Augusta to spend Christmas.
gratifying."
ciaries.
He congratulated Mrs. Greenlaw
Miss Betty O'Brier, entertained at
And do they know and love “Mis"
Miss Nathalie Jones arrives tomor
and said that, “to raise such a large
i, Ikccd
dinner last night, the Four B's being row from Washington, D. C., to spend Clark.
We know that you will like it
I
family was deserving of the highest
her guests. A m06t attractive table, Christmas at the home of her parents
A
We Invite Your Account
I
honors and awards."
bearing a tiny green tree, with red on Talbot avenue.
A
The Greenlaw's live several miles
I
decorations, red candles and Santa,
I
j from town and nine of the children
Mrs. Carrie E. Brainerd is enroute
Claus favors, made a charming set
Goose Characters ride to school daily on the bus. Thir
ting for the bright faces around it. A to St. Petersburg. Fla., for a winter s Mother
larger Christmas tree was brightly residence at the Floronton Hotel.
Came To Life At Tuesday teen of them are at home and range
in age from 2 to 20 years. There are
A
lighted in another room, the house
I
The Monday Niters met at the
Night’s Party
10 girls and 4 boys. All are healthy
being festive in the season's colors.
and active and seem to have done
Established 1892
Games furnished amusement during home of Mrs. Madge Demuth, Ma
Prizewinners at the card party well on their diet of which potatoes
■
the evening, a real Christmas spirit sonic street. Prizes were awarded to
I
OPEN EVENINGS
Mrs Gladys Murphy. Mrs. Ellie sponsored by Miriam Rebekah Lodge have played a big part.
SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK
prevailing until departure.
149-150
—
152-153
Knowlton, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills. Mrs. at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday after
Mr. Greenlaw works at odd jobs
noon were. Mrs. Lillian Twiggs, Mar and finds that it keeps him busy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson of Susan Bowley, Mrs. Agnes Hooper
garet Bowler. Mrs. Helen Paladino providing for his family but "it is a:
Swan's Island who hive been spe id- with consolation going to Mrs. Pearl
and Lillian Lufkin.
Huntley
Their
annual
Christmas
worth it." Mrs. Greenlaw “enjoys
ing the past seven weeks in this city
enly part of thc world without any
A public dinner and supper were life and her children" and "certainly death, for he had once been my
tree
will
be
observed
next
Monday
at
leave today for Cincinnati, where
winter."
the
proceeds
to
be
used
for
served,
friend. I remembered with pain how
they will spend the holidays with the home of Mrs. Forest Hatch, the Christmas boxes for shut-ins. can use the potatoes."
often
I
had
slighted
his
warnings,
I
Pleasant stree.
In her letter she told of a large
their daughter.
We had a fine time at the Christ
This was under the supervision of number of ways to prepare potato neglected the golden opportunities of Will Feature The Annual
mas party given by the "Number,
Miss Arlene Robbins is in New Mrs. Rana Robinson with Mrs. Annie dishes and said that during the growth he had given me, and cast
Christmas Observance of Last Sunday morning, at the Hotel j please" girls Wednesday night. VirMrs. Floyd Eckert (Helen Walsh)
York for the holidays, the guest of her Aylward in charge of the dining room. week the family consumed almost away the precious hour* he had been
has returned to 3?stj’.i after a visit
Rockland. two women were waiting gmia connon naci a hard time getClaremont Commandery
After a short business meeting a four bushels. She said that they ate so generous with, and I buried my
sister.
of several weeks at her former home
for the forenoon bus out. both bound tjng the children to open their pack-1
Christmas tree was held for the chil- an average of about two pecks a face and wept. When I again lifted
Claremont Commandery. K. T, to Norfolk, Va. One of them pro- j ages but after a uttle fellow up near'
here.
\
Mrs. Bert Merrill and daughter dren of members. In place of the !
vear around and f0Und pota- my head, io! the New Year stood in
will have its annual Christmas ob- duced a package of pills, took fne the tree got his open, the others j
May and Mrs. Ethel Liddy are spend usual joke gifts for the Lodge each , tQes „the
low
food on the ,he place of the Old.
servance Saturday forenoon at 11.30 and washed it down with a drink of started right away. After that they!
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Luke will ing the holidays in New Jersey.
members contributed and new dishes, market •• The children like them ' Smiling, he greeted me with good There will be an address by Rev water which she carried in a mayon- waded into the ice-cream sent to the’
spend Christmas and the weekend
for the dining room were bought. different ways but prefer them baked.! wishes and words of cheer. But I
Corwin HAOlds, and the usual ex- naise jar taken from her satchel, 'party by Mr. Cowan of the Fro-Joy j
with Mrs. Luke’s parents, Mr. and
Lieut, and Mrs. C. U. Bishop and Mrs. Vora Bemis, vice grand was in
After receiving the 30 big bags to- was afraid; for to me he was a
change of Christmas greetings. The Theres an idea—have you own water company Alton Lachance, supposed
Mrs. Guy L. Peavey, in Bangor.
daughter Theresa of Broadway went charge of this feature, which netted
day Mrs. Greenlaw baked two pecks' stranger; and when I would have rethis morning to spend the Christmas the Lodge some very attractive glass
program follows:
supply with you.
to be ill at home, came down io play
for supper and sent her “thanks to; turned his welcome my lips trembled Selection,
Mrs. A. Oothard Friback of Chi* holidays with Mrs. Bishop s relatives
•
•
•
•
Santa
Claus, and he did a fine Job.
ware ln thc colors of pink and green. the Governor for his fine gift.”
Quartet
and were silent,
cago who has been visiting her sister, in Massachusetts.
Prayer
Tlie "rush" at the postoffice start- 1 F«ye Hodgkins and Ruth Russell enAfter the close of the business a pro
—
By
Dick
Reed
Then
he
said:
"Fear
not.
I
come
Address,
Mrs Percy L. McPhcc and other lelaRev Corwin H Olds
ed Monday afternoon, said Earle Al- B> nee red this party, the first of its
gram was held in the downstairs hall
____________
from the great source of all good,
tives, for several weeks, expects tb. Mrs. Lelia F. Benner is convalesc
Toast to Mark Norris. Grand Master of
held by thc telephone girls,
which consisted of the following play
whence come all good gifts."
The Grand Encampment of Knights den. It was at its height Wednesing at her home on Camden street.
arrive home for Christmas.
Templar of the United States
of day. reported window-man Leroy ^he linemen helped out with coiilet, featuring Mother Goose charac
Trembling, I asked: “New Year, America
Perry.
1 trlbutions to assist in buying the
Sir James E Stevens
whither wilt thou lead me? Art thou
John Sansom, who has been at his ters, the parts being taken by:
Miss Margaret Stevens of the
Response
....
clothing, toys, candy', etc. which was
Sir James E Stevens
Gould Academy faculty in Bethel is farm in South Waldoboro, left re Jesse Carroll as a Mammy Doll, which A Story Which Tells of a appointed to bring me joy or sorSelection,
distributed from the ’'tree" bv heavy
after
being
wound
up
did
a
row,
life
or
death?"
tne guest of Mr. and Mss. Raymond cently for Altamonte Springs, Fla.,
Departing Year and On^l
"Scotty.*’ driver of a Boston to Ban.
, .
_
.
Quartet
1.
Looking w'ith glowing eyes into Toast to Rt Em Frank E Fleming,
dance to the tunc of Dixie; Mrs. Vora
.
, ]7n0
,,.
from voiced Lachance. Tom Stone and
Watts.
where he will spend the winter.
Orand Commander of thc Orand Com- »or lrucK. says 11 ls
miles irom Elmo Crozier were among the onlook
the untrodden future, he replied:“I mandery of Maine,
Bemis and Nestor Brown as China
That Comes
'Portland to Miami. Michael Arico
ers in the doorway of the recreation
Em Sir E R Veazie
««...
know, not. neither doth the angel
Harold Coombs, who has been con- • Mrs. Wilfritch G. Allen (Bunty dolls, danced a graceful minuet,
Toast
to
Most
Worshipful
Grand
Master
differs. Perhaps Donald MacMillan room. Tom received a card) cane
As
the
midnight
hour
drew
nigh,
nearest
the
throne
know;
only
He
dressed
in
costumes
of
that
time;
lined to his home by illness, is out Pendleton) of London. Eng . Tilden
of the Orand UKige Ojf Maine.iFogg. reader o{ the ..Early Ri_scrWe will stick to the name ’The
Manor, and mother, Mrs. Villa Phelan Mrs. Grace Rollins as a Mamma Doll the Old Year stood before me. Weary who sittith thereon. Give me your Selection,
again.
I might look It up and report to Ruth
and
wayworn
he
seemed,
and
in
his
|
Pand
and
question
not.
Enough
for
Early
Riser,"—suggested bv the RovQuartet
was
exceptionally
good;
Mrs.
Donald
Pendleton, are guests for the holiday
to Em Sir John A Stevens. Com Ward the correct mileage the short ,ng Rt porter a year ago. Enougli lor
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen leave of Mrs. Luda Mitchell. Mrs. Allen Cummings as a flapper doll, sang hands was an hour glass, whence the ‘ thee that j accompijsh His will. I Toast
mander. Claremont Commandery
est route.
last sands were falling. As I looked promise thee nothing. Follow me
today.
Em Sir C. Earle Ludwick
Monday .for their winter sojourn in has been (In .this country since late in a very pleasing manner.
Reading roster of Departed Sir Knights
•• • •
Next came the Snuggly Mother upon his wrinkled forehead memories | and Pe content. Take, with a prayer
St. Petersburg. Fla.
Em Sir Harry H Hanscom
tall, after a tour of England. Scot
Toast to Departed Sir Knights.
Thursday starts off very good with ;
land, Ireland. Germany and France, Goose Dolls and the audience was both pleasant and mournful came for wisdom, this winged moment,
Em Sir James A. Richan
Charles Ellis of Wheaton (Ill.)
Wind west. 29 degrees above zero. The
over
me.
I
spoke
earnestly
to
him.
The
next
may
not
be
mine
to
give,
Benediction,
asked
to
guess
the
names
of
each
College is spending the holidays at entertaining last fall ln England, it one as they appeared. Miss Muffet
Rev. Corwin H. Olds
Christmas shoppers are surely having
"Many blessings hast thou brought . ye^
We wa]k onward together forThe installation of offlcers of generally fine weather. Wednesday
_
t — —.1—1 —V V nA,,—
—
the home of his parents on Rankin being a very successful season, due to was played by Mrs. Flora Post; Rich me,
for which I gave thee thanks get not that thou art a pilgrim for
the Coronation. She has .perfected
street.
New have they been every morning eternity. If I bring thee a cup of Claremont Commandery will take morning the temperature was 19
herself in her .line of work until she ard Brown as Jack Be Nimble; Madand fresh every morning. Thou hast joy to be thankful, and be pitfiul to place Monday night. Jan. 3, with above, and there was a trace of snow
Mr.s. Dorothy Blethen Lawrence ar- is considered one of the finest white lene Rogers, Mistress Mary. Milton
indeed from my heart's garden up- those who mourn; and let all men be Eminent Sir James A. Richan as in in the air.
rived Saturday from Aurora, N. Y„ swing pianists in New York, being a Rollins. Little Boy Blue; Lendon
stalling officer.
• • • •
Ruth ! rooted some hopes I planted there. unto thee as brethren. If the dregs
where she is dietitian at Wells Col hostess and entertainer at Cafe Trou- Jackson. Little Jack Horner
With
their
clustering
buds
they
fell,
Truck driver in centrally located
of bitterness cleave unto thy lips be
lege, to spend the holiday season wtth vllle. East 52d street. Mr. Allen will Davis. Curly Locks; Mrs. Addie
«« CLARK ISLAND >£
and they were never quickened not too eager to receive relief, lest
eating place yesterday morning, was
her mother,' Mrs. G. H. Blethen, join her in New York sewn after the Brown, as Mary Had a Little Lamb;
Mrs. Helen Paladino and Roy Mank, again."
thou betray the weakness of thy
The Sunday School will observe overheard to say, "This Ls about thc
New Year.
Holmes street.
"Praise God for what I gave and faith. God’s perfect discipline glv- Christmas Friday night at 7 o’clock
Jack Spratt and wife; Mrs. Susie
A delightful private dancing party Davis. Little Girl Curl; Lina Carroll, I what I took away." he said, "and cth wisdom. Therefore count those when a pageant “The Light of the
Mr. and Mrs. T. C Stone and
daughter Janet are planning to spend by the younger social set was held Little Betty Blue; Mrs. Rose Sawyer. lay UP treasures in heaven, that thy happy who endure. When morning World" will be presented. On the
Christmas and the weekend with last night at the tower room with and William Richards, Old Man and heart may be there also. What thou I breaketh in the east gird thyself for Community Christmas Tree will be a
Old Woman. This was followed by a callest blighted hopes are ofttimes thy duties with a song of thanks treat from the community for all
relatives in Cornish
• Cobb Peterson as chairman.
changed into the fruits of righteous giving, and when night putteth on children.
parade of Wooden Soldiers.
’
YOU ALL AVERY
Members of the Junior Clef Club
Santa Claus was then introduced ness."
her coronet of stars, look over the
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Stratton and
But I answered; ‘Thou hast also day just gone and let its failures and
children .Bruce and Carol will go to of Union were guests of Mrs. Ruth and all the actors marched around
E. K. Gould has removed his law
Westbrook Friday to be guests for the E. Sanborn Monday afternoon. Fol shaking hands with him and singing hidden from my sight the loved and blunders guide thee to better things office from 375 Main street to 400
FRIDAY AND CHRISTMAS DAY
holiday-weekend of Mrs. Stratton's lowing the matinee of “Stage Door." Jingle Bells. Mrs Nettie Stewart the loving. Clods are strewn upon on the morrow so that when I have Main street (over Woolworth’s).
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Gorrie. was a musical program at Mrs. San was reader for the play and Mrs. their faces, they reply to my call no , no longer any days or nights to give
131-tf
REPUBLIC PICTURES
born’s home. The jolly afternoon Marguerite Johnson, lodge pianist, more. To the homes they made fair thee, and must myself die, thou wilt
they
return
not,
and
the
places
that
A delightful Christmas party, pre came to a close with refreshments was accompanist for the evening.
bless me as a friend and a helper on
once knew them, know them no more the road to heaven.”—Republished
ceded by a 1 o'clock luncheon, was and the Christmas tree. Among those
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
Eugene E. Stoddard was host Mon forever."
given by Mrs. Richard H. Britt tb present were Miss Bertha Luce.
by request.
BANK NITE
Still he said: ‘Give praise to God.
members of Itooevik Club Tuesday Thomaston; Mrs. Foxwell, Camden; day night to a group of friends at
Your lost are with Him. They have
afternoon, the occasion being one of Mrs. Damie Gardner, Miss Christine his Ash Point cottage.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
preceded you. None can drift be
the most enjoyable since the club's Norwood. The Juniors included the
Miss
Virginia
Richardson
is
visit

BUCK
yond his love and care." Then his
organization. The dining table was Misses Constance and Lois Nichols,
resplendant in blue and white deco Ruth and Betty McKinley. Norma and ing her sister, Mrs. Sydney Snow in voice grew faint, and he murmured,
PHIL REGAN LEO CARRILLO ANN
I
“My mission unto man is done. For
rations, with a miniature white Nathalie Fossett, Harriet Fairis, Bar Worcester. Mas.
.DVORAK TAMARA GEVA JAMES GLEASON,
me the stone is rolled away from the
Wc are readv to make
Christmas tree bearing blue orna bara Creighton, Doris Payson, Bar
My "Dream Garden" booklet
door of the sepulcher. I will enter
BOXWOOD WREATHS
ments and lights, forming the center- bara Morton, Jeannette Stephenson, Is still on sale:
GENE AUTRY
in and slumber with all the years of
for thc cemetery
piece. The color scheme was carried Virginia Pinkham, Madeline Farris, Fifteen cents per copy
By person or mall.
the past forever.”
out in blue glass-ware, favors, etc., and Jean Lucas. Santa Claus was One or a dozen, let me not
$2.00 to $5.00 each
Walt in vain.
A million dollars' worth of entertainers with a screen
And he straightened himself out
with touches of red and green lend Master Bobby Bowers of North Caro Delora
If you want something more
E Morrill. Russell Ave.,
ful of beautiful girls, a heartful of thrilling romance, an
—adv. 153-lt. to die. As I knelt by hls side I said.
ing harmonizing color, in the courses lina. Mrs. Sanborn wishes to express Rockport Maine.
“durable" ask for our new, rrady
tarful cf tingling tunes.
TODAY
made—
“Oh. dying year, I see a scroll be
served. A fireplace, made for the oc her appreciation of the splendid work
JOHN BARRYMORE
neath thy mantle. What witness “PINEWAY” WREATHS
casion and covered with “brick pa of Mrs. Robert McJClnley, counselor,
“MADAME X"
in
NOW
shall it bear of me when time for me
“NIGHT CLUB SCANDAL"
per’’ was placed by a window, with and of the fine co-operation of the
PLAYING
with GLADYS GEORGE
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
A
New
England
prod

ls done.”
mantel heaped high with gifts. mothers.
uct at
attractive
Silsby’s Flower Shop
Happy social hours followed the dis
Shows: Matinee 2;
prices. Send for free Low and solemn was his voice:
TEL. 318-W
“
Thou
shalt
know
when
the
book
of
The
great
New
Year
’
s
Milk
Fund
tribution of gifts and the reading of
samples with new
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
371 MAIN ST.,
R(KALAND
the universe is opened "
fall hints.
Cont. Saturday
the humorous verses enclosed An BaU of 11* IRoekland PTA will Ire
140-tf
2.00 to 10.30
Tel 893
Rnckland
individual box of gifts was prerenp- iieid the night of Sat. Jan 1, at Com THOMAS HODGSON * SONS, INC. The midnight Clock tolled, and I
Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. H, covered my face and mourned for hls
munity Building,
153-154
•
hums
ed the hostess
129-Th-159

Quality Diamonds
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

$14.75 to $275.00

■

1I

BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

I

Happy Rebekahs

DANIELS, Jewelers
Address By Olds

The Old And The New

MERRY CHRISTMAS

mnnHBTTnn
H1ERRY-G0-R0URQ

Boxwood Wreaths

JONES

Blackfaes

Knitting Wools
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Every-Other-Day

Battling Winter

The Panay Incident

A Vast Apple Crop

Show:ng How the State
Handles Snow To Keep
Highways Open

Will It Call For Stiffer Stand
In China Or For Quitting
Chinese Waters?

Far Ahead of the Five-Year
Average In This Country
—Other Fruls

The total production of apples in
Officials of the State Highway
The Panay is not to be a Maine or
thia country is estimated to be 211,CommiesiCn have been marshaling
even a Lusitania. The United States
C60.000 bushels, compared, with the
By Clyde H. Smith, representing Maine's Second Congressional District
their snow figh’ing organization ior
will not stampede into war with
small 1936 crop of 117.506.000 bushels
in a flare of rcsentnlent Nor, if
the past few weeks in preparation The Nation's Capital. Dec. 21 (Special • about to set out for Washington, was Ja
and tlie five-year average of 164.355,to The Courier-Gazette).
directed to stop at any point where
fcr the approaching battle to the
My attitude toward the dairy in- information on tlyis subject wjas present restraint accurately expresses
000 bushels.
dustry is based on a knowledge of available. He was unable to see Comtemper of the people, will she be
death with Old Man Winter.
Because of favorable weather con
, ...
,
„ Its importance, roused by the recent missioner Washburnat Augusta
but
ditions the 1937 apple crop is the
Just how -ough the old gentleman discovery that the Maine milk farmf,r did confer w,th a member of hls graduallydrawn into the position of
largest since that of 1926 Farm or
will be this year is a question, says ls not gating production cost, associ- staff and with the Bureau ofAnimal April, 1917. Not cnly ls thetemper
the Kennebec Journal that only the ated with the belief that co-opera- Industry. —He •interviewed two or of todav verj. different; the United
chard production, howjier. was rela
iuture can answer. His strength Is tives can be. and often are. of great more people in Portland supposed to
tively heavier than part of the crop
. ,.
. ,
thth.
last advantage, colored bv
the arden‘ be conversant with dairy affairs. btates ls not noa ana can narc11
produced in commercial areas. In
inclined to var> witn me years, i-asi
[n sQme
helpful, and Two davs were spent in Boston, become the arsenal and storehousethe Pacific Northwest the apple crop
year for example the campaign ad agajnst a background of youthful where the Hood and Whiting offices the indispensable economic ally—of
was unusually clean, but the season
against him cost the Commission experience with cows on my father's were visited and six or more people. one party to the conflict in China.
$528,812. and participating towns ana farm in Harmony.
some of them officials of the Milk
.
understand these difwas late and sizes for some varieties
Several Maine dairymen in whom Administration, were seen All this
n u *e 1 t0 UMfrstan° toe5“
were slightly below average.
municipalities $322,784 The previous I had confidence came to my Skow- has been supplemented by interviews ferences .n considering American
In farm orchards and poorly
year, however, the total cost was hegan home, last September. My with people in Dairy Section of policy in the Far East. For on the
sprayed commercial orchards of the
$1,194,348. of which $657,153 was born ability to understand their story had the Department of Agriculture, here, assumption that conditions are the
been increased, materially, by expert- and with Senators and Congressmen same two extreme courses are urged.
East and Middle West scab infesta
by the State.
tion resulted ln considerable quanti
At b“st winter is a fickle gladia ence on the Governors Council, be- from New England and other dairy One is for a stiller stand. The other
which had come several delega- sections.
ties of lower grade fruik Rains,
tor. but a none the less mighty one fore
tions of the keenest people I have
The result ts a belief ln the need is for getting clear out of China
winds and frosts during October
is a glance at 25 feet snow drifts ever known, discussing the dairy of the Equalization Plan. Failure The stiffer-stand people would make'
caused a heavier drop than usual in
in Aroostook County will prove, and I si,uation -phe folks who saw me in to support it seems to me to be play- a naval demonstration, prepare for
it takes a systematic and well organ-I Skowhegan had much to say about ing into the hands of the Boston
nd threaten war unless japan
eastern areas As a result of the
*
TWO distinct lines of Ford V-8 cars are now being
low prices to growers a large portion
lzed campaign to beat him. This
inis i| the Equalization Plan. They believed handlers and aiding them to keep
in it and exp’.t ined that it was neces-flown the price paid producers. But [takes a wry different course. The
* displayed in dealer showrooms. One Is a newlycampaign is organized along 12.000 sary to prevent the Bo'ton milk if a large number of Maine dairymen advocates of immediate evacuation
I of the culls and lower grade fruit Ls
styled standard Ford line in three body types, the
[ expected to be wasted.
miles olState and "feederhighways! handler
playing one dairyman ior -people actually in the business— (eel that the only alternative to
other a de luxe Ford line In eight body types. The de
| In New England the total apple
stretching fromKittery to Fort Kent j one section1 off against another, think otherwise it must of course lead fighting is complete removal of all
luxe Tudor sedan is pictured above. The de luxe
end it annually commands the ener--inducing them to bid for a larger me to question the accuracy of my
nationals and abandoncrop is estimated at 9.458 000 bushels
sedans are larger in appearance, with longer hood and
,
, .
. .
share of the Class I trade Their conclusions.
American nationals ana apanaon
compared with 5.270.000 bushels har
sweeping lines. The de luxe cars are powered with
gies of several hundred men
1 conversation appealed to me. Some
Obviously. I could have no wish to ment of American investments.
the 85 horsepower V-8 engine, the standard cars with
vested in 1926 and 8.723.000 bushels
I'he.se men are divided into two Qf the mjik_au 0( the time—must discover what fs best for the Maine The flrst course is so little favored
either the 83 or the 60 horsepower engines. Newlyaimles. First there are the State |
reaching the Class II market and dairyman and support it. To no that only a most unlikely change in
tlie five-year average. All the New
styled interiors are pictured at right. New instrument
crews who patrol 2600 miles of State i < ln the absence of an Equalization subject have I given more serious atn,t;ona] would suuuort lt
England States have substantially
ILghway, and second, there are the Han. getting the Class II price In tention The conclusion seemed un- X ^ond U ra^r wi^iv J«ed
panel has instrument group in front of driver, grille
larger crops than harvested last year
for radio speaker installation in center, flanked by
. ,
,
, i that circumstance, the shipper of the mistakable
But. of course, my
secona is rawer wiueiy urged.
and the crop harvesteo Is also above
various private and lccal agencies | class n pr(xjUCt would be certain, principal dependence must be the and not altogether by those whose
engine controls and cigar lighter, and glove compart A headlight beam control Is fitted on the toe-board, a
average in all of this group of States
ment at right. In the de luxe cars, the compartment
who undertake to clear the 9400 miles un]ess a member of an airtight co- farmer himself. In the final analysis, desire for peace is greater than their
tell-tale light on instrument panel Indicates whether
locks, and a clock Is recessed in the compartment door. the headlight beams are raised or depressed.
except Maine and Rhode Island.
uf "feeder'' load under the supervi- operativeor restrained by some he must be the man who knows
The knowledge of the situation
They
slcn of the State Highway Commis- competent authority, to seek a dealer dairymen .of Maine will
mate in
f tha( (he
‘e(Iective support
Apple trees in New England blos
cion Tn hrth instftnrwi th* rnsu arp with preponderance of Class I outlet the formation of m> final opinion on
’
,
somed
well and a good set of fruit
‘
and offer to cut the prevailing price, this subject and any action based of diplomacy is force. Since Japan that japan wm soon be in a position
VIVA CHRISTMAS!
was secured quite generally. Grow
spread between the State and the Hf would gain a tPlnporary advan- thereon.
is willing to fight for her Interests t0 <lam the
d00r in Britlsh and
I For The Courler-Oazette |
Well. Christmas Is near, the best day ing conditions were quite favorable
towns ar municipalities through which tage but only temporary for his
The reputed wealth and annua! in china and America is not. thev Ar„.r(e.n fare/
is likeiv to be
the roads pass.
neighbor wouid soon bid against him profits of the Boston milk handlers
w
w
she
, "Lr “o threatened bv the Chinese
When we think of our friends far and ln mosl localities the harvested
The result would be a downward in comparison with the almost con«
.
either so threatened b> tne cninese
. aw?y^
. , u
.
'crop compares favorably with expecprice trend, benefitting no one but stant annual loses of the Maine tne sooner Americans and their in- or
eXhausted that British and
And send them a card with a verse from , .
some
bard
—
|
“tiona earlier in the season. For
The work of the State crews is i the handler.
dairyman, distuibs me greatly. It terests are withdrawn from possible American financial assistance will be
Down East Steamboats
A verse that ts cheery and gay
mcst varieties, moderately large
threefold First there are the an
While all this seemed perfectly is but simple justice that the pro- involvement the better
indispensable. Moral and economic
A fine new steamer. Daniel Web The"clUnS° °th" tlm* ln "fe" wpary; "CPS were harvested, while the fruit
clear. I did not allow myself to be ducer should secure a comfortable
Yet the very concern of the Japaproximately 572 men and trucks who swept into a hasty conclusion. An living if millions are to be yielded
pressures may well be effective in
When hearts are knit closer ln love. ' Was generally of good Size, quality
ster. arrived for its first trip April
drove the 286 snow plows owned by ] immediate study of the equalization the corporations which market his nese pe<5ple and their Government upporung diplomacy which seeks to
When good wtll should prevaU. and our
spirits inhale
I and color this season.
21.
1853.
built
for
the
Maine
Steam
lhe Slate; then there are the 700 ! plan was taken up. utilizing what I product. Additional data on this overthe Panay incident indicates maintain British and American
Apple production in the principal
odd men and 350 trucks employed to . purposed to be all the resources at I subject will be presented in a later that Japan may not do just what rights
Navigation Co., associated with the Tire love from the Master above.
WhCn
heaVt7bu'rn
Vlthm
m,y
°
Ur
!
eaitern
apple States outelck New
und icy surfaces; and finally there
command. To broaden my own story.
riv<i» h Kmith
s'le p!eases ln China. Unless the
Bu. (or sotne time to come and Eastern and Boston and Maine RailWith the thought of the gift of [England totaled 109.674.000 bushels,
i tbe crew which sets the 200 miles
_
JdPane!* mi.nar\ me., are entire.\ <10It of a collective boycott, moral roads to run between Portland PeWhen a Savlou? was born on that mem- . 133 Percent more than last year and
I out of control, moral and economic and ecOnomic pressure will not be
of snow fence at strategic points ln
nobscot River towns and Bangor.
jump it usually ia able to cope with
orabie morn.
56 percent above the five year averpressures can exert considerable effective in any diplomacy which
the State Highway system.
And
vlctory o er wrong to be won.
I most plowing problems.
The steamer. Daniel Webster, was
,
,
_
.
„
,
a«e In the box
apple States of
_____
restraint.
The
present
firm
course
5eeks
to
oust
Japan
from
China.
The work of the crews who patro.
So now. my dear friends, our Joy all ...
_
The plowing crew has some heavy
depends
Washington. Oregon. Idaho, and
Creatures Mav Be Imported of American and British diplomacy However wrong we may consider her budt by Samuel Sneden. New York.
the 9400 miles of “feeder" road is
; equipment in the shape of 44 tractors
Callfoyp‘a aPP'e production is estiaa •
WU r
may we*’
wl5*r than a retiremen' violations of solemn treaties, and and w-as 910 tons. 240 feet in length.
similar but the man and motor power
learn.
j and these may be thrown in when the
mated at 49.519.000 bushels. 12 percent
From Maine Wilds ror under threats—a retirement which however much we may deplore her 34 feet beam, and 11 feet depth of
of these crews are difficult to esti
"To disburse ls the right way to live."
I Job proves too heavy for the lightmore than the 1936 crop but about 8
mate since the work is done by many
Our Forests
cannot possibly be complete bu; treatment of China, the Brussels hold. For strength, speed, fine ap- Said the Masterof life, midstturmoil
| weights.
-------would encourage further encroach- conference proved that for the pearance and accommodation, the••It?n*r’rfbieS,ed
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agencies. Some of these roads are
A preliminary precaution card for
Caribou from the wilds of Alaska ments on foreign rights
present there will be no vigorous Daniel Webster had not been ap“ ’cKe^ bleSSe<1 ‘°
j ^r the country as a whole the toul
cleared by town or city snow removal
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The State Department te convinced collective action to step Japan
proached by any steamboat in Maine
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crews and the community is later
Certainly the United States is not waters
— -___ - _______ l,,Ve year avera&e; Peaches 4 percent
reimbursed by the Commission at the p.owing around obstructions is the picturesque creatures is the goal of that firm but calm maintenance of
joy that will come In giving a
placing of red flags as markers on a Houlton attorney who has started American rights is actually more con- golng t0 undertake the task alone. | A portrait of Daniel Webster pre- >! thecrumb
larger; pears 24 percent; grapes 23
rate of 1-2 the cost of the operation
highway fences and road culverts a movement to bring it about. A vet- ductive to peaceful relations with And it is to be hoped that currentsented by Boston friends, hung in
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These flags are mounted on sticks eran caribou hunter of nearly 50 Japan than complete abandonment reports frcm Washington indicating the saloon. She connected with the To friends or to foes who have sorrow and prunes 6 percent ;oranges 37 per
awarded to private contractors. Ap
and woes.
long enough to enable the flags to years ago Harry M Briggs, believes of those rights would be Many stu- that
cent; grapefruit 77 percent; lemons
Panay incident may be steamboat train alternately run by
And to suffer with sickness and pain.
proximately 400 miles of snow fence,
tower over reasonably high drifts. In that new herds would develop in a dents of international affairs would used as an excuse for an expanded the Eastern and Boston and Maine !
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ShOrt lime and that
sport C0Uld agree Yet u iS necessary t0 define
program will not precipitate an Railroads. Capt Samuel Blanchard
sion for these roads.
covered by snow the driver of the
brought back on a large scale
the purposes of American diplo- increase in American armament* was her first commander; Capt. Otis
The work of the State sending
plow would know their location by George Russell the only other living
macy in China.
for purp0Sc which the American Ingraham, mate; and Capt. William
crew begins early in the fall when
looking at the flags.
man in Houlton who has shot a cariThere are indications that in so peCpie do not yet fully understand.
R. Roix. first pilot.
sand is taken from many pits and
bou in this State agrees with him. far as the Tokyo Government can
____________
In the civll War she became the i
t umped in convenient piles by the
Attorney Briggs' plan is to obtain control the military it will try te
Ev.nts during Christmas vacation Expounded and ran for a time beside of the roadway. A coating of
about 50 of the animals from the respect the rights of neutrals and 6t the university ol Maine include tween Baltimore and West Point. Va '
sail or calcium chloride is spread over
the top of the piles in order to pre- TUI. Install
» F‘ J H'
great AlaEltan herds anA transport such treaty rights as do not seriously a Short course on legal phrases of At the war's close she was bought
vent them from freezing and to fainstallment r mas rum them
norlhern Maine. He would block Japanese commercial expansion co-operative organization. Dec. 28-30, by Spear-Lang and Delano and op-1
Racing Through the Year have them released in the Katahdin m China. Nor need it be assumed and stau 4.H contest. Dec 30-Jan. 1. erated between Boston and the Kencilitate shoveling in the coldest
Game Preserve and a five-year closed
weather.
j nebec. afterwards being sold for ser- |
On High
time declared. He would include a
vice on the St. Lawrence with her
half dozen bulls and predicts that at
name changed to Saquenay. Exit the
Sanding is the most recent of snow Editor of The Courier-Gazette;
the end of the closed time they would
steamer,
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the map of steamboat travel. In'
highways demanding hand.
j your
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Mr. Briggs believes that tne cost of
order
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cut its cost, the State crews are now I you ,hrou?h April.
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a wharf, and as by 1855, Tenants
using an automatic spreader which I If you get **y Poo's Da>’' I think hopes to find some way to obtain this
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Harbor had become a shipbuilding
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Commissioner
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York train he expected to catch one
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have steamboat connection with
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cheated his interest in cdnductlng an
business trip to Washington, and to
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hapradio star today.
in operation at present.
1 was playing in “Flying High”
vacation. There Ls so much going on pened to the countless thousands of
but Dad had a list of the stockholders,
Placing the snow fences is also done then—fishing, hunting and all kinds caribou ;hat roamed the Maine woods
in a song-dance routine, and led,
of which he was one. and I wish I
an executive of a New York record
in the fall of the year so that they , of pleasure you like. You could have half a century ago “but would like
had it to add to the names to this '
ing firm, figured I had some talents
may be radv for the first snow storms a large Picnic and invite your friends, to see them return.''
that he could bring out if given a
article. I presume it is a matter of
of the season. These fences are high- By ,aking the lunch' “ would not 1 The b‘g qUesU°n appears t0
a
chance.
cost you much. Now don't "July to matter of finances. Mr Briggs is
record in Augusta.
ly regarded by State engineers who me and say you have not time for attacking this problem from a varietyHe asked for an interview hackThere are not many living today
stage after the evening performance,
declare that the highways could not such things, because I know better. °f angles and hopes to "work out
who remember when t/he Daniel
and
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me
what
You
perk
right
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and
invite
the
some
feasible
program."
be kept open without them. They
Webster used to make a landing at |
Both he and Mr. Russell recall the | was on his tnind He told me his
prevent heavy drifts on the roadway Governor to go along too. and take
the Harbor. Great tales are told
his staff. It will make you feel like days when it was possible to shoot a, confidence in my abilities was such
and consequently are set up in open a new man and do you much good to number of caribou most anywhere in i that he was willing to stake his fu
of
how she made her landings with a
ture on mine. That was the begin
Helds on sides of the road and on i be in the presence of this "August” th« northern part of the State. They
' load of drunken "tough men" from
ning of our association which lias
other locations where drifts would be 1 body. Have your birth certificate both have a number of niches on the
grown into a capitalized business in
; Bangor, and many a battle was
l.kely to accumulate Constructed nr ' with y°u- “ you might need lt 10 °ld rifle stock and declare “ wai
which we share as partners, though
fought before they got to the front
manv liohr
oi prQve
thgm yQU ape entltled tp an great sport. The last of the caribou
we have never signed contracts or
. 8 t pickets joined by wire. 0[d age j^nsion If you put this off were taken around 1895 and then
' during the Civil War days. When
partnership papers and never shall.
they may be easily rolled Into bundles much longer you wili not be able to .they disappeared never to return,
the steamer discontinued making
My first venture in singing out
and in the stored summer months
remember vour grandfather's name ! Mr. Briggs claims that the
side the show business, once I was
landings at the Harbor I do not
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September is usually too cool for Alaskan variety is practically identiin New York, was with Ted's re and I took the opportunity to fade
know, as I was too young to be hang
_ .
picnics, so get busy. Go to some cal to those that prevailed in Maine,
cording company. Naturally, I con gracefully out of the picture To
tsanaing and fencing may be classed ; night school and brush up on your He cited an instance of where a herd
ing around the wharf at that time.
tinued with my work in “Flying make it look good in print. Ted and
as defensive measures ln the battle "aclectic philosophy"' and show was transported to Finland and nas
High," though it was our intentiun I gave out that I was taking a . Only a few are living who rememto cut loose from the theatre and brief "vacation." But when I left : her when the wooden pier and freight
with the snow The attack is made F°ur 15055 you are not a Prig- KeeP done exceptionally well. “There are
concentrate on radio as soon as it New York oil a night train for
with the snownlna-s rvri. o e r .u
out of the woods in October as that numerous cases of Alaskan caribou
i house to the wharf went down in a
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h
v Dnvers of these ls a bad month for hunU>rs You are belng
or taken to other secappeared practicable.
Washington, I figured that it was
storm. I do not know the year, but
After a couple of months, Ted for good.
le instructed to begin the patrol of . likely to get shot (some get half tlons and multiplying rapidly,” he
managed to land
the highways when the snow is from'shot!). This applies to November as said.
However, I'd not much more than
it is more than 60 years ago. Dad
me a guest-star
settled back with a resigned air to
two to three inches deep and to con- well. December is the safest month .
Caribou meat, old timers contend,
exercised his rights as a stockholder
spot on a netthe business of being "retired,”
tinue this patrol until the
' in which to hunt. If you get lost in
far superior in flavor and texture
and salvaged a raft of plank and
w o r k program.
though still in my early 'twenties,
.
' orm 1-5 j the woods, sit and think what youfo tbe moose or the deer. They
over n
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towed it up the "Crick" where we
when a wire from New York
un me advent of a major | might have oeen if vou had taken sometimes grow to 400 pounds in
were listening
brought me back to Manhattan in
then lived. It was with the greatest
storm the efficient patrol of 2600 my advice,
weight and are easy to shoot "if you
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and. thinking me
quick step time.
can find them."
miles of highway is a big job and !
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Mr. Briggs contends that the Maine
you with friends and relatives,
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a
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The majority of the State plows are
. ■of the once vast herds was excessive
into a slumber
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stores you can't visit, help to get
hunting. Some claim that they just
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mounted on light trucks and are con- '
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torrid songs would pep it up. It endeavor to cover the field of song
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that time, however the lighter plow
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Telephone Business Office.
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snap with their slumber music — However, of the torrid, topical, and
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